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A Cataloger's Guide to
AACR Chapter 6, Separately
Pubf ished Monographs, 1974

D. WurrNEy Cop
H ead, D escriptiue,C atalo guing S e c tion

Pr in c e t on U n ia e rsity Li b.r ary
Princeton, New tersey

The anticipated reuision of chapter 6, "separately Published Mono-
graphs," of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, North American
Text hos now been completed and published. Whi.le reflecting changes
including the prescribed punctuation put forth in the Intetnarional
Standard Bibliographic Description (Monographs), this work also rep-
resents a considerable effort in rewriting and reorganizing former rules
f or descriptiae cataloging. The cataloger needs to examine these
changes carefully in preparation for applying the neu rules consistent-
ly, an undertaking which this guide to the reui,sed chapter 6 atternpts to
facilitate.

became an instant best seller. The changes in bibliographic description,
while considerable and significant, are not as radical as many persons
feared and predicted. Indeed, in a large percentage of current United
States imprints, except for the required author statement and the new
prescribed punctuation, the revised rules will have minimal efiects on the
appearance of the catalog record. As in the old chapter 6, the majority
of the rules are designed to assist the cataloger in the preparation of the
bibliographic description of the less frequent bur more complicated
titles. Now, with its consistent application in cataloging on both the na-

Manuscript received December 1974; accepted for publication December 1974.
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tional and the local level and in the preparation of national bibliogra-

phies, the mysteries of bibliographic description,.,especiallY the,punctua-

iiorr,'.u' be explainea to tnJinquisitive uier. The background and the

rationale for 6nn1U) and for this revision have already been ably de-

scribed by Anderson, Spalding, Tate, and Sinkankas'l-a Now catalogers

need to examine carefuily thei-e changes as they PrePare to apply the re-

vised chapter 6 in the daily practice of descriptive cataloging'

Append,ixes

It is suggested that the cataloger first examine the appendixes' App-en-

dix I, the g*lossary, contains eigit new and five revised terms' The first

two additio-nal terms are "areal and "element." An area is "a major sec-

tion" of the formalized part of the catalog entry' There- are seven areas'

only one of which, the International Stindard Book Number (ISBN)

ur"u, i, new to the catalog record (130A)' An element is a "subsection

of an area." The place of"publication, for example' is the first element

in the imprint ur.i. Th."" additionat terms relate to elements in the title

and statement of authorship area-"other
"other title information" (l34C4c)'
other term new to the cataloger-'
tance in determining the Primar
The preliminaries include the half tit

of the title page, the front cover' an(

this appendfu because this term has b

tive matter to be included in the catalog record (l4lDla)' Finally' the

term ,,subseries" has been introduced in ihe series area to denote a series

"whose title is indistinctive and is dependent on the title of another series"

(r42).
The f i r s t rev i sed te rm is . . added t i t l epage , ' ' t hede f i n i t i on .o fwh i ch

has been clarified by the addition of a third, final sentence, which indi-

cates that, in a facsimile or reprint edition, the original title page- is not

considered to be an added tiile page' (The information derived from

the original title page will be 
"i"J 111"-tntly 

used i" l:jtl [t43Dac

and t45o4e2].) The ierm ,,facsimile edition" has been revised to empha-

size that the chief p.rrpor" of a facsimile edition is to "simulate the

physical aPPearance of the originalrvork"' Otherwise' the work is re-

guJa.a u, orrty u "r"ptint editiin." The rewording of- the 
.definition 

of
;-onogr^ph;' points^out that format has nothing !o do with determin-

ing whether or not a work is a monograph' "Title" is redefined so that'

in the narrow sense of the term, the name of a work is the "title pIoPer"

fia+n). Finally, the term "plaie" 
-has 

undergone i -complete 
change of

,)reu.iitg. Empir,asis must be Placed on the firit words of the new defini-

tion: ..a leaf iontaining illustrative matter. . . ." This statement removes

"Dlates" as a tvpe of i ' i lustrative matter (I4lDla) and -places it 
as part

"i;l;-p"gi"ati;; 
(l4lBld). Thus, "Plates" can be used only in connec-

tion with "leaves of plates." The remainder of the definition helps to

identify a "leaf. of p'l"tes," but always in terms of pagination' These
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terms, both new and revised, are essential to understanding some of the
basic changes in chapter 6.

- 4pp."aix III deals with abbreviations. severar entries have been de-
leted. "Diss." for Dissertation and "Inaug.-Diss." for Inaugural Disserta-
,i-ol ur: 

l" longer to be used as these u.Jno* simpry treaied as ,.theses"

.(146);_"frontispiece" is now a leaf of prares 1r+inra;; and ..no d.ate
(of publication)" is omitted because the use of ;'n.d." is no longer per-
mitted (139F). The abbreviation for "reaf, reaves" is canceled because
the.term is n9w spelled our in fuil (l4rB). The abbreviation for ilrus-
tration and illustrator has been changed irom ..illus." to ,.ill." (l4lD
]").fne entry,'tno place (of publication)," has been replaced.by,,sine
loco," which is abbriviated to ..s.1." (l3iA). N.* .rrtril, i.r.l.rd. ..rro
publisher" and "sine nomine," both oi rvhich are abbreviated to .,s.n."
(138A). Footnore 2, page Bb8 has been revised to alrow the use of rhe

ampersand in the statemenr of accompanying materiars (r4rA3b and
l4 lF) .

_ - Appendix v, which dears with punctuation and diacritics is discussed
below, under rule lBl.

General Rules

- 
The major change in the "introductory notes" is the addition of a

lootnote to explain cataloging policy of the Library of congress relat-
t""g 

,,o 
the cataloging of iszues. \,tlhenerre. it has seemed useful to ampri-

ty tlf cataloging practices of the Library of congress in relation to
specific rules in revised chapter 6, such a foornote has 6een introduced.

, 
R.ule 130, "organization of the clescription," presents the outline of

the elements which comprise the seven basic areis of the catalog enry
(1304). These are: (l) the title and starement of authorship area, (i)
the. edition area,_ (3) the imprint area, (4) the collation arla, 1Sy tir6series area, (6) the notes are;, and (7\ the ISBN area. Two additional
elements, the "illustration statement"'and the ..statement 

of the number
of volumes," may occasionally be inserted into the formarized part of
the entry_ (lqgB). This tasic part of the bibliographic description is no
Ionger officially referr-ed to ai the "body of thi *rry." Foolnote B de-
scribes. the practices of the Library of congress in organizing these data,
including the use of hanging indentions, iniform tiites, arri romanized
tit les.

One of the major changes from present practice will occur in the
:cifies that (l) each area of the de_
:riod-space-dash-space (. - ) unless
agraph; (2) individual elements of
punctuatign symbols, such as the
semicolon (laier rules give specific

details on usage in the different areas); and (3) all prescribEd prrrr.r.r"-
tion separating elements of the description, except fbr the comma and
the period, 

-is preceded and followed by a space. Deploymenr of space
plays a critical role in the new prescribed pr..r.tnution.' colons, equal
Volume 19, Number 2, Spring 1975 . 1 0 3 .



signs, or slashes may be used in a position other than that which is pre-
scribed, but only if they appear without a space on either side. If it is
not possible to use a space on either side, the cataloger must substitute
difierent punctuation. The prescribed punctuation must be used wher-
ever designated even if double punctuation results. Finally, the dash
may be represented by two hyphens in typescript.

Appendix V which deals with punctuation and diacritics, refers to
chapter 6 for details of prescribed punctuation and gives details on
general questions of punctuation. Prescribed punctuation takes prece-
dence over conventional uses of punctuation in the formalized part of
the entry. The specific practices described in this appendix are therefore
limited to those required in the other chapters of AACR. Deleted are
references to the use of brackets in the body of the entry and in the se-
ries statement. Indeed, brackets are no longer automatically employed to
enclose the insertion of data that does not appear on the title page or its
substitute. This function of the bracket depends entirely upon the pri-
mary sources of description of each area (1328). Brackets may still be
used for insertions in the series statement, but this situation is now de-
scribed in rule l42Al. One main use will now be in headings, to enclose
authors' names which do not appear in the publication and to enclose
titles of nobility, rank, honor, or office. The role of the comma is limit-
ed to its placement in headings and its use in the formalized part of the
entry is found in rules l3l and l36B2a. The term "ellipses" has been
dropped. The mark of omission (. . .) ir now handled in rule l34Bz
when an omission occurs in the transcription of the title and in rule
134D7 when an omission occurs in the transcription of the statement of
authorship. The function of the semicolon, now part of the prescribed
ptrnctuation (134C6, 134D5, l368lb, l36B2b, l4lAlb, l4lA2, and 142A2),
is no longer covered in the appendix. The "interrogation point'r has
been replaced by the "question mark," but its role remains unchanged.
The situations requiring the use of parentheses and period marks also re-
main unchanged. The last sentence of the first paragraph describing the
role of diacritics has been canceled, thus making the use of diacritics on
initials or other capital letters conform with general usage of the langu-
age.

The passage treating source of description, presented in rule 132,
has been greatly expanded. Rule l32B has been added to identify the
primary source of information for each of five areas of the catalog en-
try (collation and notes areas being omitted). The title page or its sub-
stitute is now the primary source of information only for the title and
statement of authorship area. Brackets are still used when information
is supplied frorn outside the primary source. One pair of brackets may
be used for adjacent elements within the same area. However, when the
adjacent elements are parts of difierent areas, a separate pair of brackets
is required for each element, resulting in double punctuation. There is
one exception described in rule 13382. When, with a work lacking a title
page, it is necessary to supply information entirely from an outside
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:_r,1*: 
or to compose rhar information from the conrent of trre work it-selr' rnen the data. from_title proper through imprint is encrosed in asingle pair of brackets. The citaloger should also note that rure lB2Bspecifies a "preferred- order" for tire primary sources of information.

Thus, for example, if rhe place of pubiicatio' upp.u^ i' t*o or moredifierent forms, the.ordei-of pritiury sources-fbr the imprinr areashould determine the form of the name to be recorded.
e title page to the description of a
: addition of several new examples.
ages or leaves which contain the vari-
:le page may be treated as a single ti_

repeated. The abbreviation ,.ei al.',
I scripts (l3gAl). This replaces the
ish titles, as well as the corisponding
Russian, and the Oriental languages-.
[or recording information from i ti_.ipts (t33A4). Although the number
recorded is indicated, other elements

?f 
,1." catalog.entry a^re recorded only in the language of ,t" iirt" prop-

ll:T:-"]lt:,it 
is specifically stated thai, in facsimife ^lra ,.p.i", editions,rne new^trile page is preferred over a reproduction of the originar titrepage (l33C2d).

Title and Authorship Area

Rule 134' "Titre and statement of authorship area," begins with thedetailed outline of the new prescribed punctuation. The rules for thetranscription of the title have been rearranged, so that those rules con-cerned with the titre proper are grouped pt.."airrg those concerned withparallel titles, other titles, or oiir.r iitt"'informaiion. In recording thetitle proper, the cataloger pA.rro* disregard. typographicai pe.,rtiaritiesin works printed after 1b00. 'ih. 
."t"log& may arso rranscribe rine end.-ings of a title of a work printed in ve"rse as welr as sometimes distin-guish between two issues of a rare book by means of two slashes withoutspaces (l34BI). The mark of omission, tirree dots, remains unchanged,but must always be preceded and folrowed by a space. (The parentheses

snown rn the text are not to be considered part of the mark of omis-
::1,1 

rule covering ..Author's 
name in tittel, 1t3+nSy frus Ueen addedro arow the statement of authorship or the name of the publisher,

when linguistically ti",\*:?,.!: 
I,liproper, to be recorded is part ofthe title proper. Rule rB4B4b, "AdditiJns,; has bee'modified to errrpta-

:'i"^::::ff9.,1t:g."_ 
in supplying words for numerats. The transcription

oI parallet titles has been considerabry expanded (I34cI). The caiarog-er must now record, if,the title puge presehts no more than two parailIltitles, both parallel titles, unless'oi" i, in Chinese, y"purr"r",'oi Koreancharacters when the ..language 
of the text takes pr"l"drrr." orre, tfr" or_der of titles." This is in-addition to the title proper. rf the title pageshould list more than two parallel titles, then the first is always recorded.

Volume 19, Number 2, Spring 1975 . I05 .
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ter the space-slash-space rather than using the former device of an "At
head of title" note (134D4). Rules 134D5 and 134D6 describe the man-
ner of recording the names of persons performing different functions
and of recording statements found on the title page, relating to the au-
thorship of supplementary material. Rule 134D7 handles the recording
of more than three authors, or more than three subsidiary authors per-
forming the same function through the use of the mark of omission
and the phrase "et a1.," enclosed in brackets, for all languages and
scripts.

An additional exception to omitting "titles of address, honor, and
distinction" from the author statement is noted so that the author's sur-
name will not stand alone (134D8a2). The rule, "Additions to the au-
thor statement," (134D9) has been greatly reworked. First, it is empha-
sized that the cataloger will no longer add a preposition to connect the
author's name to the title and will no longer add a conjunction between
names (l3aD9a). Next, with regard ro personal authors, rule l34D9b
prescribes the addition, in brackets, of "i.e." and the form of name
used as main entry when that form varies frorn that within the author
statement, and thereby clarifies the relationship between the rwo names.
This will occur in pseudonymous situations, but only when the main en-
try is involved.

Edition Area

The paragraph introducing the edition area (135.4) has been modi-
fied to emphasize that a "corrected or otherwise, revised" printing is to be
considered a new edition. This point receives further emphasis with the
new examples added to rule 135C. The detailed outline of the pattern
of prescribed punctuation in the edition area is given in rule 1358. In
addition to the new examples in rule 135C, instructions are given for the
use of the language of the title proper if the edition statement is in
more than one language, and for the recording of each separate edition
statement following the title to which it applies, using conventional
punctuation, if the title page contains the titles of two or more works.
If any authors or subsidiary authors, acting as revisers, illustrators, and
writers of the preface, are clearly related only to the edition in hand,
they are recorded in the edition area (135D). lfowever, if in doubt, the
cataloger should consider these authors as part of the statement of au-
thorship for the work and refer to rule 134D. Rule l35F indicates that
an illustration statement is to be used only if no artist is mentioned in
the statement and if the situation cannot be described adequately in the
collation. Rule 135G, "statement of the number of volumes," has been
altered only to show its placement in the catalog entry as the last element
of the edition area, or if there is no edition area, of the title and state-
ment of authorship area.

Imprint Area

The preliminary note to the imprint area has been rewritten, elimi-
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naring those traditional justifications for recording the imprinj (i.e., lo-

cal viewpoint, publisher bias, quality of subject matter or timeliness)'

Rule 186A, .,Oider and source of elements," has been expanded to re-

state the primary sources of imprint information which goveln the use

of brackeis when data is taken from a source other than the title page,

preliminaries or in the colophon. If not, the fuller form of the name
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for the collation area appears in rule l4lA. The general rules for de-

scribing a one-volume work begin with two minor changes. The repro-

ductioi of a book printed trefore 1700 with leaves printed on both sides

but numbered on one side is described in terms of leaves (I4lBla)'

when describing a work with lettered pages or leaves, the cataloger will

now place the ibbreviation "p." or the term "leaves" before the inclu-

,iue ietters (l4lBlb). Rule i4tBtd introduces the phrase "leaves of

plates" as the final part of pagination (s9e Examples I and 2)' J'(o long-

er is the t"r- "plut"t" pi.i of the illustration statement' Even the

frontispiece is considered io be a leaf o[ plates' The examples for rule

l4lBle show that corrections in pagination are placed in brackets rather

than in parentheses and that inilusive paging is preceded, rather than

followed, by the abbreviation i'P." o. the term "leaves"'

With the regular paginatibn handled in the general rule' the re-

mainder of rule l+t i. ctevotea to the more unusual pagination problems

of one-volume works. Unpaged works must now be counted if under 100

pages or leaves, and may bJeither counted or approximLle{^to the near-

est"multiple of 50 (preceded by the abbreviation "ca.") if more than

100 pagei or leaves (l4lB2). The footnote indicates that the count

shouid lnclude both intermediate blank pages and leaves. The rule,

"Complicated or irregular paging," emphasizes that the cataloger should

,".ord no more than three ieparitely numbered main sections of pagina-

tion, although the remaining minor numbered or unnumbered sections

may be adaEd rogerher andiecorded in brackets (l41B3a). If there are

more than three numbered main sections, then only the total pagination

is given, unbracketed, and followed by the phrase "in various pagings"

or-"in various foliations" (l4lB3b). This replaces the description "lv'

(various pagings).,' Also eliminated is "l v. (looseJeaf)," as the note
',)Loore-l"uf 

ior"updating." is now used to emphasi,ze that a. loose-leaf

publication is generally intended to leceivg 
additional or substitute pages

'(lalBSc). 
The'rules toncerning folded leaves (l4lB4), d_ouble leaves

1r+fnS;, duplicate paging (14]P6), two numberings (l4l-B7)' two-way

paging'(f +rbS;, colum"ns"(l4l89),'music in collation (l4lBt0)' and in-
'.oirpi"r. 

copie's (l4lBl2) remain unchanged, but have benefited from

impioved e*a-pler. The treatment of advertisements as inclusive pagi-

.r"iio.r, within parentheses, in the collation area now constitutes Part of

the rules for the description of single-volume works (l4lBl l)'

Rule l4lC, dealing with worki in more than one volume, has under-

gone minor changes. ih" t.r* "loose-leaf" has been deleted from rule

i+tCC for reasons explained in rule 14lB3c. It must be emphasized that

the five terms listed in rule l4lC5-parts, pamphlets, pieces, cases' and

portfolios-are the only terms that can be used in addition to volumes

io describe works of more than one volume or part in the collation area

(see Example 2). However, provisions have been made to describe works

in "unusual formats" by any appropriate term (14lC6)'

The general rule describi.rg ill.trtrutive matter (l4lDl) introduces

the chan[e in the abbreviation "illus." to "ill." for illustrations. The

.  l l 0  . Library Resources b Technical Seruices



terms "charts" and "plates" have been deleted from the list of. types of
illustrations to be specifically designated while the terms "diagrams" and
"graphs" have been added (l4lDla). The policy governing the Library
of Congress use of these specific terms is described in footnote 13 to
rule l4lDla. It is explained, in this footnote, that the term "i l l ." wil l be
used if the types of illustrations can be expected in that category of
works, but the specific term will be used if the work contains only one
type of illustrative matter. The term "frontispiece" has also been de-
leted from rule l4lDlb as a term used in the illustration statement; like
"plates," "frontispiece" is now counted as a "leaf" and included in the
pagination statement (l4lBld). The term "tables" will not appear in
the collation area unless it is "necessary to specify material in pockets,
portfolios, etc." In addition, a note may be used to describe a work con-
sisting entirely or chiefly of tables (l4lDlb). The cataloger should no-
tice that the phrase "part col." has been replaced by "some col." in the
example of rule l4lD2. Again, the policy of the Library of Congress to
indicate colored illustrative matter only when color is "of particular im-
portance" is explained in footnote 14 to rule l4lD2. The rule, "Number
of illustrations recorded," has been rewritten to remove the references
to the numbering of "plates." The basic pattern of recording the num-
ber of illustrations, in Arabic numerals and without brackets, if the il-
lustrations are already numbered or can be easily counted remains un-
changed (l4lD4) (see Example 2). The rules handling "illustrative mat-
ter on folded leaves" (l4lD3), "i l lustrative matter in pockets" (14lD5)
and "illustrative matter on lining papers" (l4lD6) also remain un-
changed. Flowever, in describing "illustrations with little or no text," the
cataloger can no longer combine the illustrative matter with the paging
but must now separate these two elements in the collation area (l4lD7).
The new examples show works which are "all ill." or "chiefly ill.,"
phrases used by the cataloger unless the numbering of the leaves of
plates and the numbering of the illustratiorrs indicate little or no text.

There is little change in rule l41E, "Size." When describing sets vary-
ing two or more centimeters in size, the ca,taloger no longer needs to
identify the volume number (s) in which the variation occurs (l4lB4).
The measurement of works in unusual formats, in two or three dimen-
sions, is now provided for in rule l4lE6.

Rule 14lF, "Accompanying materials," has undergone considerable
expansion as the fourth element in the collation area. The new prelimi-
nary note states that answer books and teacher's manuals if bibliograph-
ically unimportant, atlases or portfolios of plates not numbered con-
secudvely with the main work, and audiovisual materials which normally
appear in pockets are within the scope of this rule. If the accompanying
material requires only a brief description, only an appropriate word or
phrase characterizing the material need be added (l4lFl). Flowever, it
must be noted that this phrase always follows t}rre complete collation of
the basic work, and the ampersand is used instead of "and." A more de-
tailed description, when considered necessary, is given with the pre-
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scribed punctuation within parentheses following the characterizing
term. The statement describing accompanying material no longer pre-
cedes the size even if the size is the same as that of the basic work. In-
stead, the size is included in the description within the parenthebes if the
size differs from that of the basic work, and the size is omitted if it is
the same as that of the basic work (l4lF2). The pattern for the de-
scription of accompanying audiovisual materials parallels that for at-
lases and portfolios containing plates. Should this material be placed in
a pocket, the phrase "in pocket" is placed immediately following the
closing parenthesis (l4lE2). If the accompanying material has any par-
ticular bibliographical problems (e.g., the title difiers or there is a spe-
cial compiler), it is necessary to describe it within a dash entry (155).

Series Area

The general rule for the series area has been expanded with the addi-
tion of more specific instructions (142,{). If the entire series statement
is supplied, it must now be enclosed in brackets within parentheses rath-
er than in brackets instead of parentheses. If a reprint mentions the se-
ries in which the work was originally published, that series is recorded
in a note. A series mentioned only on the dust jacket is usually ignored.
Unchanged is the omission from the series statement of editors and sub-
titles unless necessary for identification. However, if the subtitle is in-
cluded, it is separated from the title by a comma, since both the semi-
colon and colon are part of the prescribed punctuation in the series
area. The provision for transcription of the series title in the language
or script of the title proper or that of the first series title only, ' elimi-
nates the need to record a number of parallel series titles required in the
past. A footnote indicates that the national cataloging agency will re-
cord all parallel series titles for publications of that country. If the
term describing the numbering of the series is too long and cannot be
abbreviated, the term is dropped from the series statement. Finally,
there is the provision for including the International Standard Seiial
Number (ISSN), if any, in the series area. This practice will be followed
by the Library of Congress whenever possible, and hyphens will be insert-
ed between the proper segments of the number.

Rule 14242 presents the detailed outline of the pattern of pre'
scribed punctuation in the series area (see Example 2). The rules con'
cerned with "works in several volumes" (1428), "series titles in two
forms" (142C) and "series title combined with the monograph title"
(l 42D) remain essentially unchanged.

Rule 142E, "Author in series statement," is one rule which could un-
dergo some change in the second edition of the AACR. This rule re'
quires the cataloger to determine first whether the title of the series
represents the title of a multivolume monograph (i.e., a book-set with
a planned end) or is the title of a serial (i.e., a publication intended to
be continued indefinitely). If the title of the series is the title of a
multivolume monograph and the author of the series is the same as the
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author of the individual volume, then the appropriate possessive pro-
noun (e.9., His, Her, Their, Its) is used preceding the title of the series,
unless the name of the author is already part of the title of the series
(l42El). The cataloger must remember that the title of the series, since
it is the title of a multivolume monograph, is transcribed fully accord-
ing to rule 13483. If the title of the series is the title of a serial and the
name of the author of the series is an integral part of the series title,
the name of the author is recorded in the title of the series (14282).
The cataloger must remember that the title of the series, since it is the
title of a serial, is transcribed fully according to rule 162-at least until
chapter 7 is revised. Finally, if the title of the series is the title of a se-
rial but consists solely of a generic term, then the title of the series is
made up of that generic term, followed by a space-hyphen-space and the
author statement. The author statement is transcribed as it appears on
the publication, unless it is possible to omit intermediate parts of a cor-
porate hierarchy unnecessary for identiftcation (14283). This omission
in the corporate hierarchy is not possible in the title and statement of
authorship area which must be recorded "in the terms in which they are
presented on the title page or elsewhere in the publication" (l34Dt).
Abridgment is possible in the publisher statement as long as there is no
loss of intelligibility (1384).

The rule, "Works in more than one series," follows an earlier revi-
sion. Each series statement is enclosed in its own set of parentheses.
Whenever possible, the more specialized and less extensive series is
placed first (l42Fl).

Notes Area

Rule 143,{, "Definition and purpose," of the "Notes area-general
rules" reflects the deletion of the term "body of the entry" and no long-
er includes the example explaining a section of advertisements in the
collation which has been moved to rule l4lBll where it logically be-
longs. Rule 1438, devoted to "Categories of notes," continues the divi-
sion of all notes into two categories, "indispensable notes" (l43Bl) and
"important but not indispensable notes" (14382). A rule covering
"Names of persons to whom the work has been attributed" has been
added as an indispensable note (l43Blb). As an important note, indexes
have been given equal status with bibliographies as a type of partial
contents note (l43B2a). The language note, given whenever the lan-
guage of the text is not obvious (l43B2d), has been separated from the
note given to show the nature and scope or literary form of a work
(laSBlc). Rule l43C on "Style" reverses the order of preference for the
form of notes: "quotations from the work" is now listed before "state-
ments composed in English by the cataloger." Guidelines for informal
notes are also presented, with indications that, although the forms of
notes considered in rules 144-148 are fi.xed, the examples for the forms
of notes in l43D are only suggestions for the cataloger. The use of pre-
scribed punctuation is optional in notes except when the note includes
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an impdnt, in which case the punctuation prescribed for the imprint
area must be followed. In notes composed by the cataloger or in notes

recording bibliographical relationships (143D2 and 143D4) a name or

title in a noffoman alphabet is given only in romanized form.
The order of notes has undergone some adjustment although the in-

troductory statement (143D) is basically the same. The analytical note,
if there is one, is always first (143D1 and, 157). Some of the notes relat-

ed to the bibliographic history of a work (143D2) now precede the

notes related to the elements of the formalized description of the work

tion (143D2d), and finally the title of a work published simultaneously
in difierent languages (l43D2e). The alternative rule for those libraries

not using uniform titles has been retained in footnote 20 to rules

l43D2c-e.
The rules governing notes referring to the elements of the formal-

ized description have undergone less change (143D3). Although not in-

dicated {ollowing rule 743D3a, the "At head of title" note would follow

notes related to the source of the title proper (144). Rule l43D3b has

been expanded to include all other titles and title information, includ-

ing a language note if the language of the text is not obvious from the
title page. Rule l43DBe has added the note "Privately printed," since
such i statement has been excluded from the imprint area (138 and 140).

Notes related to the recording of bibliographical relationships other
than changes of title are handled in rule 143D4. The rule for noting the

author or editor of an earlier or later edition is unchanged (l43D4a).
llowever, the rule governing the note on continuing works has been

modified (l43D4b). "Sequel" or "sequel to" is to be used only in notes
for "works of the imagination" while "continues" or "continued by" is

to be used in notes for "other works." Rule l43D4c, dealing with notes

which relate information about an original publication that is issued as

a reprint edition, is new. The rule describing notes concerning reprints
from a part of another publication, such as reprinted articles, remains
unchanged (l43D4d). The rule on notes concerning the recording of in-

copy or manuscript (la3D4e).
Rules 144-148 provide fixed forms for certain types of notes: "At

head of title," "Bound with," "Theses," "Habilitationsschriften," and
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"Contents." The rule for the "At head of title" note has undergone
minor adjustments (144). lt is no longer necessary to use this form of
note to handle the case in which an author's name, in an inflected lan-
guage such as Russian, appears at the head of the title in the nominative
case. Likewise, the name of a corporate author including a subdivision
not used in the heading appearing at the head of the title need not be
noted. Both of these situations are now handled by recording the au-
thor's name as it appears on the title page in the statement of author-
ship area. The "at head of title" note is specified as the first note unless
an analytical note, an "original title" note, or a note indicating the
source of title information is necessary.

Rule 145, "Notes of works bound togerher," has been rewritten for
greater clarity. A volume containing two or more works, each with its
own title page and paging, issued together by the publisher in one cover
but lacking a covering title page is treated as an "issued with." A volume
containing two or more works, each with its own title page and paging
but published separately and subsequently bound together is treated as
a "bound with" (145,{). The form of the "issued with" note has been
changed to parallel the form of the "bound with" note (1458, 145C, and
l45D). The rule concerning the form of citation for the work men-
tioned in the note has been altered to allow the {orename (s), even if
only one, to be represented by initial (s), the use of a brief or uniform
title, and the recording of a nonroman alphabet citation in romaniza-
tion only (145E). If there are more than two works in a volume, all the
works are cited in the note for the first work in the volume, but only the
first work is cited in the notes for the remaining works. The cataloger
will note that the prescribed punctuation is zrot used in the examples
for this rule.

The term "thesis" has replaced "dissertation," so rule 146 is now the
"Thesis note." The date of the degree is recorded if it varies from the
imprint date (146,4'). (Previous practice was to record the date of the
degtee only if it were two or more years earlier than the imprint date.)
The English word "thesis" is used for both United States and foreign
theses, although other qualifying terms, such as "thdse compldmentaire,"
will appear in languages other than English (1468l). The rule describ-
ing the formal note for abstracts, abridgments, and summaries of a
thesis is new (14682). Other changes include placing the specific refer-
ence works for verifying the degree in a note (146C); omitting from
the name of the corporate body the name of a larger geographical unit
which might have been added as part of the form of entry for the cor-
porate body (146D); and a slight clarification in the rules concerning
edited works (146E) and praeses and respondent (146G).

Rule 147, "Habilitationsschriften, etc.," has undergone little
change. The cataloger will notice that the analytic example in rule 147C
does not use the prescribed punctuation.

Rule 148, "Contents," has been considerably reorganized and expand-
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ed. The preliminary note now states that the up-per limit. of twenty-five

irems set for the listing of contents of Festschriflen applies to the list'

i"l.i.o"tents of all iingle-volume works' Several new types of items

to be included as informal contents notes have been added to rule

i+Set-air.ographies, filmographies, indexes, and enata slips (see Ex-

amples I and 3). Summaries in lang

supble*ents, other appended matter,

of't ie work are always included in r

filmographies, and indexes are noted

value." [foweoer, bibliogtaphical ref

they "re"* to be parti.rituity i-pofiant" or take the place of a bibliog'

ranhv; and appendixes, only if they "contain important -matter.'' 
Notes

;;#u.'irtiJdi" rrr" o.a"r in which the items described apPear in the

work and the informal contents note is'a last note, unless there is a for-

rnal contents note (148A2). The form of the informal contents notes

,rring .ittt"r specific te.mJ s.rch as "bibliography"' "discographY"' ol

"filmography" or quoted titles of the items ii to* pttt"ttted as part of

this rufe on infotmil contents notes (l48AB)'

The rule for formal contents notes then follows as a seParate rule

(1488). In listing the works of difierent authors' the author's name'

siven in inverted form if possible and with initials used for one or

itrt. t.t""J;; *ill pr"."d'" the title (14884)' When.more,than three

authors are listed, braikets do not have to be used. to show that "et al'"

has been supplied. If the cataloger rs faced with a choice of entry prob-

lem, then the principal author,"without designation-of .his 
function' is

recorded. The cataloger is not concerned with the selection of the Frop-o- 
point, but is merely trying to identi-

ntents note briefly but accurately' In

an one volume, if the term designat-

,breviated, it is omitted just as in the

longer included in the contents Par
in an informal contents note. Thus

tents paragraPh onlY to show that

ately large portion of the work" (l

148 are basicallY unchanged. The

punctuation is generally followed in the examples in the,no-tes area'

Rule 149 introdu.es the International Standard Book Number

( ISBN)as . , t he las t i t em in theno tesa rea , ' ' even though i t i s c i t edas the
Seven tha reao f theb ib l i og raph i cdesc r iP t i on in ru le l s0A .The fo rmo f
the ISBN is given, and-thi Practice of the Library of Congress to

hyphenate the segments of the number, when necessary' parallel to the

pri.ti." in recorling the ISSN, is footnoted (149,4) (see Example l)'

i,tlt 
"r, 

a multivolumi work is involved, the ISBN for each volume must
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be recorded, either on the same line following each other separated by
periods, or on separate lines, without the periods (1498).

Special RuIes

The rule dealing with the "title romanized" note (150) is unchanged,
and again the practice of the Library of Congress is footnoted. How-
ever, this footnote should refer the reader back to footnote 3, page 3
rather than to footnote 2, page 2.

R.ule l5l, "Tracing," has been reworded. The preliminary note now
refers the cataloger, when determining appropriate added enties, to
rule 33. The order of items in the tracing is clearly presented for the
cataloger (151.4). First, subject headings are listed. Then added entry
headings for persons (including author-title added entries) are recorded
in the order in which they appear in the catalog entry, followed by add-
ed entry headings for corporate bodies (including author-title added en-
tries) in the order in which they appear in the catalog entry. Finally,
come the added entry headings for title proper, other titles, and series.
The series tracing now is identified by a roman numeral. Rule l5lB pro-
vides for indicating the title proper by the word "Title," whereas all
other titles will be recorded in full, following the word "Title." The
cataloger should note that the ISSN included in the series statement
(l42{l) does not need to be repeated in the series added entry (l5lD).
The need to record a series in full to show a coffect number is indicated
in a footnote. The prescribed punctuation, space-semicolon-space, is also
used in the tracing to separate the title of the series from its number-
ing. The rules concerned with the recording of a second series in full
(l5lE) and with the use of ",etc.," in the tracing when series number-
ing is not consecutive (l5lF) are unchanged.

The rule, "Issues and photoreproductions treated as such," has been
modified to show that if issues are treated as copies, all variations will
be specified, with the Library of Congress exceptions of impdnt date
and form of name of the publisher footnoted (152,4). The dash is no
Ionger specifically measured as two ems for repetition of author heading
and three ems for repetition of title. The examples indicate the "long
dash" as four hyphens for repetition of author heading and six hyphens
for repetition of title. The prescribed punctuation must be used when-
ever possible in these dash entries (1528). The handling of a photo-
reproduction which is neither a facsimile edition nor a reprint edition
in the same manner as another issue is described in rule 152C, with a
varying LC practice footnoted.

Aside from the inclusion of examples showing the use of prescribed
punctuation, rule 153, "Offprints," and rule 154, "Detached copies of
parts of works," remain unchanged. The scope note for rule 155, "Sup-
plements, indexes, etc.," has been rewritten to refer the cataloger to rule
I9A, "Related works," and to emphasize that this rule applies only to
"supplements, indexes, etc.," with "dependent titles," which, logically,
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Magruder, Jeb Stuart
An American life : one maJlts road to Water-

gate / Jeb Stuart Magruder. -- lst ed. -- New
York : Atheneum, 1974.

xii, 338 p., [8] leaves of plates : ill. ; 25 cm'

Includes index.
FBN 0-689-10603-3
l.Magruder, Jeb Stuart. 2.Watergab

Affaft , Ig72- 3. United States - Politics and
government - 1969- I. TiUe.

ExamPle I

Subtitle. Rule l34C4b
Edition statement. Rule l35C

Number of leaves of plates. Rule l4lBld

Index note. Rule 148A3
lnternational Standard Book Number (ISBN) . Rule l49A

Subtitle. Rule l34C4b
Formal statement of authorship. Rule l3lDl

Number of leaves of plates. Rule l4lBld

Portfolios. Rule l4lC5
Number of illustrations recorded. Rule l4lD4

Title of the series. Rule 14242

l f l r u - a J ,  v Y a u v l l .

lfew torms : a conparative atlas / watton Lind-
say, with Robert Cheesman and Martha cle Porzecan-
ski. -- Cambridge, Eng. : University of Can-
bridge Departnent of Architecture' 1972.

1 portfol lo (2+ p., c73t leaves of plates :
78 ill-.) ; 51 cm. -- (1and use and buiLt fonm
studies : Working Paper ; no. 62)

L. Cittes a.ntl tor.ms - Great Britain. f . Chees-

rnr*n.. Robert. II. De Porzecanski,
Martha. I I I .  Tit le. IV. series.

Example 2
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Cancio, Francisco, 1903-
Lisboa : tempos idos / Francisco Cancio. -- JsL :

s .n. l ,  1957-1958 (L isboa :  Barre i ro)
2 v. : ill. ; 27 cm.
lncludes bibliographical references and index of

engravings.

l.Lisbon - History. 2.Portugal - History - John
v,  1706-1750.  I .T i t le .

Blemple 3
Place unknown. Rule l37A
Publisher unknown. Rule l38A
Printer's imprint. Rule 140
Inforriral contents note. Rule 148A3

Dutchess Co., N.Y. Dept. of planning.
Springside : a partnership with the environ-

ment / [prepared by the Dutchess County Depart-
ment of Planningl. -- [Poughkeepsie, N.yJ : The
Department, 1968.

61 p, : ill., plaus ; 28 cm.

Bibliography: p.61.

L.Poughkeepsie, N.Y. - Historic houses, etc,
2. Architecture - Conservation and restoration.
3. Downing, Andrew Jackson, 1815-1852. I. Title.

Example 4
Subtitle. Rule l34C4b
Formal statement of authorship. Rule l34Dl
Publisher as autlror. Rule l38D
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A Plan for Undergraduate parficipafion
in Book Selecfion

Nexcy Bucxnys
Guy Bailey Library

University of Vermont
Burlington, Vermont

Although the undergrad'uate.ribrary is seen as central to the corege
Flogram, emphasis in collection uuitaing *suarly refl.ects facurt^g ratherthan stud,ent needs. But there is 

"*ptr'1iiiprrl;""' iir" ri"arilroauot,partic-ipation in book serection. ,ni effLctiue method. to reuise tradi-tional priorities invoraes-ailocating mJnies to stuaeiti 1o,r--rir;, *onpurchases. Methods of adrninisteriig such a pran as werl'as the benefitsaccruing to both students and, the li6rar,9 are discussed.

TTT LIBRARY OF THE UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE is, tra_r ditionally, its "heart,', the .,center 
of intellectuut u.tioitlr,;ir, _oa.rnterms a "resource" or "information transfer', center. sp".id.uiiy, the lib-rary's chief function is seen as providinj support both for the instruc-tional p-rogram and for the research needs o'f 

^the 
faculty- Noi inciden-tal. to _these responsibilities_ is the charge that coflege tiur*ies should"stimulate and encourage the student tl a"rr"top ttr?-rirer."g lrabit ofgood reading."r

tional values of faculty research in
;hly depend,ent upon the college ad-
3 increases, librarians do little-more
and requirements of students. Un-

roking rooms and stack carrels, but
es, the provision for long-term bor_
fan on an unlimited basis are priv_
fi.
rc faculty w_ho assist in formulating
dttees. And in too many librariei
:ntal recommendation.
ents are credited with neither the

Manuscript received February r9i4; accepted for publication March lgz4.
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ability nor the right to participate- as equal Partners in the process of

building and main'taining undergraduate collections'

And what of the resiltsl Tie librarian has not gained personallS

tt.-iu*tty hu, ,ro, U".r, .ug", to grant him faculty status-nor-profes-

rir""ily-ff would be difficufi to ptJu" that faculty 
"t1,1ry:i:1:f 

collec-

tion develop*"tt, t.tpo"rl6itiri"J has resulted in 
'excellent 

undergradu-

ate collections.- - 
fn" p..sent situation, then, is advantageous onlyto:T^f::1T;11"

srouD with the most vested interests. It is time nolv that the marn con-

A;i"',,,'6"rgr"J"ur.libraries center directly upon the student and not

the faculty member.-- 
S;;h 

'a 
change in emphasis is justified on a number of grounds'

nr""y-irrit* tog"i.atty ito^*- tne ,ruir,t" of. undergral,:lil :*":"tion 
it-

self. It cannot be iisputed that the primary function of a college

should be to teach ti",i""rt. Opportunity for faculty tesearch' then' be-

comes incidental and importanConly as a lesser goal'

Students constitutt J substantiai majority of the college community'

ffret"fote, a significuni propo,tion of library resources should be theirs

to determine.
Yet another factor justifying student emphasis is the source of li-

brary funding. It is, irr'pu-,t, dJrived from siudent tuidon fees' If stu'

dents now have a great influence in structuring the curriculum because

of financial inrerest, il ir riro necessary that thiy play a significant role

in building the resource collections t<

Other justifications, PerhaPs m'

benefits to students. For example, st

liberately in library matters. Their z

will increase their understanding ol

fuirorm in the future. The progr,am' too, will encourage their use of the

ffi;;"r-rhey have h.1p;di. leleci and make them conscious of books

as more than texts.---ih;-proporut, 
then, is this: the establishment of either a student

frrrrJl"qirul'in importance and similar in structure to existing depart-

mental allocations-or the yearly apportionment of a carefully--deter-

mined sum to each srudent.'en morii^es would be spent -only 
for library

purchases. Such a program, however -structured' 
wilf further undergradu-

;;;;;il 
"; 

*"il it .?.",,tug" tnt development of vital' purposeful li-

brary collections. r -- TL^ c .
Immediate objections to such a plan take two forms' The first is con-

cern for overwhelming-"a*i"irrrutive difficulties which seem to be in-

volved. The second st&ns from a certainty that students do.not have the

,r.."rrury expertise to select books and that such duties ought to be dele'

eated only to faculty and librarians. Because discussion of simplified ad-

Xffi;;;i'';".;;r;;i i; ;;G' if student comPetencv is in question' let

us consider the second problem first'

It is true ,tt"t ti"[""ts normally do not have familiarity in depth

with one field. However, many deveiop a critical acquaintance with cur-
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rent music, literature, films, politics, and, sometimes, art. Traditionally,
contemporary materials in these fields have been judged to be low-priori-
ty areas for the college. This is reflected in the contents of "modern lit-

stitutes a minimum basis for successful book selection? whatever the re-
sponse, there is no justification for the exclusion of students.

- It should be emphasized that the proposed plan in no way detracts
from the function o{ well-educated acquisitionJ fibrarians. Srudent au-
thority and financial ability to purchase Iibrary materials will increase
the challenge to build well-rounded collections. But the librarian must
retain the freedom to reject inappropriate materials. It is certain also
that weeding duties will require more careful judgment and necessitate
an extensive familiarity in additional fields.

The two bases of justification for student involvement in collection

The usual conception of the bachelor's degree program as including
an in-depth preparation in any one subject field is not acceptable either
as a present or future goal. It is simply not realistic today to expect un-
9ergraduate libraries to do more than casually support the curiiculum.
The ever expanding fields of knowledge, the new depths to which many
subject areas are being explored, and the tendencieJ of even traditional
colleges to change their curricula constantly in response to these events
make it obvious that the library cannor build in depth in all areas-
perhaps, even, in none.

Because master's level graduate studies increasingly serve either as
professional programs or as in-depth subject studies short of the concen-
tration pursued at the doctoral level, it is no longer necessary or feasible
for ,anyone to acquire a highly specialized knowledge of any subject for
graduation.
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need not be complex. While the pr-9''
than are normally allocated to the li-
allocations must be substantially re-

t10ns.
Administration of such a Plan

gram will necessitate more lunds

6rary, it is assumed that facultY

duced.
S tuden t fundscanbes t ruc tu rede i t he ronan ind i v i dua lo laSTouP

basis. For example, monies from tuition can te specially apportioned in

the same way as are student activity fees' Each student may have an

eoual amount to spend, or allocations can be ordered in consideration

;i-;,;d.;; t""r. 1..g', freshman, sopho6e1"; or level 
. 

(t'9" h:i,":

work). Funds can bb iaa.a directly to the library budget tbr accountrng

there, or the student can be issued scri

While the first Plan requires mort

brary, it has the Positive efiect of :

services, personnel, and functions' A
-a check-off of each student's namt

on a release-can be devised.
The use of the ,crip plan, on the other hand' may relieve the library

of *""y administrati.le i.tties since the scrip can,b.e,tt-t-l-1t^"i-d]rectly to

it 
" 

u..6rrrr,ing offices for credit. The ease with which students may pool

resources to purchase 
"*p"rrin" 

art books or make subscriptions to peri-

"ii."i, 
possiLle for minimum two-year periods is one beneficial side ef-

fect of this method.
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n o f f u n d s o n a g T o u p b a s i s i s a l s o p o s s i b l e . R e p r e -

sentatives from each graduating clais can be chosen-much as class offi-

cers-to direct the mafu clericui u'ptttt of the work' Similar procedures

are now followed lviitt'tu.ntty f"ndt' This accounting plan would en-

courage an even greater pooling of funds' .- 
i;" duplicatlon ot ,Lq,t"tti for a single title may perbaps be seen as

u -.1* pioblem. However, in coordinating- requests' class representa'

tives can .onrr"ni"rrtiy decide the extent of dupfication necessary' It is
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an important part of this plan that ample copies of materials are quick-
ly available.s

It is essential to stress the right and duty of the librarian to reject un-
suitable materials much as he does now. Certainly the conception of
rvhat is improper may be changed radically.a llowever, the librarian's
judgments relating to the impracticality of cataloging and housing cer-
tain types of materials must still take precedence over a simple desire
and financial ability to purchase them.

The long-term efiects of student participation in book selection,
then, will not jeopardize the collection. Certainly it will alter its nature.
The basic collection of materials deemed necessary to suPPort the cur-
riculum-in so far as that is at all possible-will still be purchased. Be-
yond that, however, the general cast of books will probably tend to re'
flect contemporary trends rather than the narrowly circumscribed fields
which have heretofore been considered appropriate.

The employment of a carefully developed weeding policy is neces-
sary to keep the collection from being overrun with materials subse'
quently shown to have no value. But continuous rigorous weeding ought
now to be a corollary to collection building.

The arguments for student participation in library book selection at
the undergraduate level are both substantial and feasible. They require
a serious review of current policy by librarians, faculty, and administra-
tion. While the specific method of administering the plan will have to
be decided and implemented locally, the difficulties that may arise here
are insignificant in comparison to the compelling benefits of such a plan.
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haps a suitable arangement can be made with the local public library to supply

this material. The objection is not with subject matter but that these books are

too ephemeral. As such they would overly tax the budget.
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Responses to "A Plqn for Undergroduqte
Porticipotion in Book Selection"

Editor's note. In aiew of the prouocatiae thesis of Nancy Buckeye's
article, comments were inaited fuom three prominent librarians with ex-
perience in undergraduate libraries and/or acqui,sitions work. Readers'
respon$es d,irected to other facets of the problem are inuited.

One is always reluctant to critique too assiduously any well-motivated
new proposals with even the germ of a constructive idea, simply because
of the dearth of them. However, whatever value might exist in the cur-
rent proposal lies principally in the slender thread of ultimate potential
for motivating some additional students toward books and libraries,
rather than in the specific program outlined. I personally am inclined to
doubt the claim that a more educationally useful collection would re-
sult.

One tends to build on his own experience and observations, and,
since mine have focused in and on large university libraries, I find it
difficult to accept or apply to this gFoup of libraries the author's conten-
tion that "Iibrarians do little more than pay lip service to the interests
and requirements of students." Quite to the contrary, I have found li-
brarians working with undergtaduates to be, in very large measure, con-
cerned and dedicated to the service of students. Indeed the librarians in
the "undergraduate libraries" of large universities have tended to ap-
pear almost obsessed in their efforts and desires to provide services to and
collections for the student.

The author quite correctly identifies some failures and abuses in col-
lection building where faculty have sole responsibility and, in fact, even
where they do not. Indeed, there are sorne faculty who have little regard
for their students, and there are faculty who push hard for use of all
available funds for their personal research materials. It is also regretta-
bly true that in some institutions the curriculum in modern American lit'
erature "stops with Hemingway." But I suggest that these are not norms
and that the author may be susceptible of overgeneralizing in this and
several other areas.

Perhaps in recognition of the above, many university libraries have,
for some years, been sharing the responsibility for collection building
among faculty, students, and librarians. It is true that the student role
has seldom been as formal or as extensive as that of faculty and Ii-
brarians since the role of the latter two grouPs stems from a more pri-
mary motivation.

Student participation comes about through a variety of processes.
Many college and university libraries either have a seParate student li-
brary committee or have student representation on the faculty/senate
version of the library committee. In addition, many libraries have con-
siderable student participation in collection building through direct pur-
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chase recommendations via purchase recommendation forms widely and
freely available, such purchases being charged to the subject allocation,
to the "undergraduate library" fund, or to a separately identified fund.

Similarly, most, if not all, large university libraries have long since
departed from the condition whereby faculty exert sole control over re-
source selection, although an occasional subject area may' by default or
through lack of librarian expertise, rely almost solely on fa_culty recom-
mendations. By stating the above, I obviously reject the author's conten-
tion that subject expertise is not relevant to undergraduate or any col-
lection building. The holder of appropriate expertise should be called
upon to assist regardless of his status.

From the above it should also be obvious that I do not accePt the au-
thor's claim that "students are credited with neither the ability nor the
right to participate. . . ." But then, neither do I assign to students as a
group exclusive wisdom, knowledge, and abilities not available to facul-
ty or librarians (which, by the way, are often in the same category).
That we often fail to get enough copies of a heavily used book is true.
But in many universities, that omission is quickly rectified by a deluge
of recommendations from students to get more copies.

One of the problems in critiquing this article stems from a lack of
a definition of the term "undergraduate library." To those of us in
Iarge universities, the term usually refers to a separate facility and col-
lection geared to meet student curricular, cultural, and recreational read-
ing/media needs. Ms. Buckeye seems, however, to be referring to the
general library of a college or small university, with that library serving
both undergraduate and research needs. Only this could explain, but not
necessarily justify, the claim that "it is time now that the main concern
in undergraduate libraries center directly on the student and not the
faculty member." She further contends that because the "undergraduate
college" serves a teaching function, and because students constitute a
substantial majority of the academic community, and because student
fees contribute to library support, and because students have consider-
able influence in structuring the cufficulum, they should also "play a
significant role in building resource collections to support these pro-
grams." It strikes me that several of these arguments are specious, al-
though none so much as her complaint regarding the lack of faculty
support of status for librarians. I cannot think of a poorer argument
than that because we librarians have allowed faculty to "usurP" collec-
tion building responsibilities, they should have been more supportive of
our quest for faculty status. Were the claim accurate, it would still be
a questionable argument.

In spite of all the foregoing objections to the language of the arti-
cle, it should be made clear that I share the author's rejection of any im-
balance between research versus teaching needs or of any usurpation of
sole responsibility for selection. The key is balance in the collections and
shared responsibility, a condition which already exists in many institu-
tions.
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Thus my objections, which obviously have been many, are not as
much to the idea of the proposal as to the author's basic assumptions
and to the extent and mechanics of the remedy proposed. A special stu-
dent fund or student participation in departmental selection would be
useful programs. I doubt, however, the need for a student fund "equal
in importance" (read "amount"?). It simply is not true that departmen-
tal allocations, whether spent by librarians or by faculty, go entirely for
research materials. Most faculty are concerned with their teaching and
recommend many cumiculum related purchases. Funds for such pur-
chases must be available to the one who is to teach the course. In view of
currently depressed materials budgets, it is doubtful that suftcient addi-
tional funds could be obtained to equal the allocations now available,
while a substantial reduction of funds presently available to faculty
could seriously hamper the teaching program. Thus, where the condi-
tions which Ms. Buckeye outlines do in fact exist, the answer is to bring
students, librarians, and the faculty into the fullest possible participa-
tion-not in a sense of competing, but as partners sharing responsibility
for a common goal, that of obtaining the best and most useful resources
for that institution and its constituents.

W. Cenr. Jecxsol
Dean of University Libraries
Indiana Uniaersi,ty
Bloomi.ngton, Indiana

Presenting her philosophy of student-centered undergraduate educa-
tion and applying it to a plan for student participation with teaching
faculty and librarians in collection development, Nancy Buckeye so
overstates the case for student involvement that any academic library
following her program will sufier irreparable long-term damage.

Ms. Buckeye does present a novel view of book selection for the col-
lege library in emphasizing the need for student participation. She states
that students have been credited with neither the right nor the ability to

of academic leadership.
Ms. Buckeye has neglected the responsibility of the librarian for the

overall development of the library's collections, a responsibility that has
all too recently been achieved in many institutions. She would erode this
responsibility through the insertion of other formal groups in the pro'
cess of book selection. She maintains that her program would not detract
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from the role of the librarian in collection development and would pre-
sent challenges to the establishment of well-rounded collections. Chal-
lenge is an understatement-obstacle is a far better term. Through her
program librarians would cope with diverse series of groups with con-
flicting interests; and one can imagine the difficulties librarians might
have on guidelines to follow in rejecting "inappropriate materials" or
in weeding the collecrion.

Recent contributions to the literature have shown how the librarian
can rightfully assume a position of leadership in collection develop-
ment.l Certainly such a role is to be supported in each academic library,
particularly in these days of decreased and uncertain funding when
every dollar must be wisely employed.

In asserting the student's right and ability to participate, Ms. Buck-
eye would also probably support the student's responsibility in this en-
deavor. But one may question whether students are willing to assume
this important responsibility on a regular and continuing basis, given all
their other tasks and obligations while in college. Librarians who have
worked with members of the teaching faculty in book selection are
aware that even here participation is uneven and that the librarian must
be ready to finish the job.

Ms. Buckeye argues that the library collection would nor be jeopar-
dized if her plan is instituted-basic marerials would still be acquired
although more contemporary interests would be reflected in the rest of
the collection. Many of such volumes would be of ephemeral interest
and subject to the weeding process she discussed. With that in mind, it
might prove better to issue the scrip to students for the purchase of
books for their personal libraries and so get a good start on their indi-
vidual programs of lifelong learning. (This writer believes, however,
that a student presented with a choice between scrip for book purchases
and reduction in his tuition will probably choose the latter.)

Throughout her presentation Ms. Buckeye speaks of undergraduate
education and undergraduate book collections as though they are isolat-
ed or separate from other parts of higher education. They are not. The
academic library-be it in a college or a university-fills a variety of
educational needs, both in teaching and research. Those of us who have
participated in the selection and organization of undergraduate library
collections are very much aware of the impossibility of determining
which books are "undergraduate," which are "graduate," which are "pro-
fessional."

Ms. Buckeye's program can possibly be applied to the book collection
in the student residence-a small number of basic reference works and
general volumes plus a changing collection of student-selected volumes
that mirror contemporary interests; but to apply such a plan to the en-
tire college library can present disaster.

Student participation in the library program, whether it be book se-
lection or policies on the use of the library, must be encouraged; and
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srandard works on academic library administration make this clear.z Li-

brarians must not, however, shirk iheir role of leadership and their re-

sponsibility in the educational enterprise.

RrcneP D' JonNsoN
Director of Libraries
State l|niaersitY of New Yorh

College at Oneonta
Oneonta,New York

REFERENCES

Wilson, l97l) ' p.l2+-25.

been concerned with the needs of undergraduates'
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No one would deny either her contention that students can be of

ture careers of today's students cannot even be conceived of at this time.
For this very reason, the purpose of undergraduate programs should be
to continue the intensive training and the characteristic disciplines of
the liberal arts in their broadest sense and thus enable students to devel-
op that ability to rely on rheir own intellectual judgments which Ms.
Buckeye so wisely advocates.

Further, as recognized by Ms. Buckeye and reinforced by Michael
Zuckerman in the 7 October 1974 issue of the Chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation, collections must also provide for students, as he puts it, an "en-
vironment in which they may learn for rhemselves." ThL Iibrary by its
very nature can provide the resources for this duality in the learning ex-
perience, and this, I feel, is essentially the responsibility of the librarian.
It is the specific skill of the librarian that keeps in balance the narrow
interests of faculty research needs and the basic materials to support the
curriculum, that anticipates new and future areas of study, and is aware
of contemporary topics which are of intense and immediate interest to
undergraduates. The librarian with this perspective, who is in touch
with all elements of the academic community, also gives continuity to
developing a collection which will serve not only the needs of the pres-
ent generation of students but also those who will be students decades
in the future.

It is my experience that the opportunity for students to involve
themselves in book selection is much more possible than the writer of
the paper contends and, consequently, does not require the mechanisms
which she is proposing. Since the late 1960s, student involvement in com-
mittees and student contributions to academic developments make it pos-
sible for those who want to, and those who are capable, to have a signifi-
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Librarian
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Purchasing Books from Publishers
and Wholesalers

UNc CsoN Kuu
Assistant Head,

A cq uisi.tions D e partment
I n di ana S tat e U niu er sit"t Libr ari e s

Terre Haute,Indiana

Booh purchase requests for thirty-two titles were sent sirnultaneously to
four different uholesalers and. the publishers of the titles. The length
of time required for each supplier to prouide each of the thirty-two
titles was recorded, as well as the charges to the library for each title.
The efficiency of each supplier uas eualuated, frorn these data in terrns
of the number of days required to supply boohs and the percentage of
the actual charge against the list price,

TN ORDER TO PERFORM one of the basic functions of a library-
r making materials available to its users when needed-librarians
should purchase materials in the most prompt and economical way pos-
sible. Since different book suppliers provide different services, the selec-
tion of the most efficient suppliers has long been a major concern to
acquisitions librarians. Some libraries choose to place most of their or-
ders with one or more wholesalers, while others send the orders directly
to publishers. Still others order from both wholesalers and publishers.
According to a survey of forty-two academic libraries and twenty-five
public libraries made by Bennett almost twenty years ago, 64 percent of
the libraries ordered more than 65 percent of their books from whole-
salers; 9 percent of the libraries purchased more than 65 percent from
publishers; and 6 percent of the libraries sent their orders to local book-
stores. The remaining 2l percent of the libraries used both publishers
and wholesalers, dividing 36 to 65 percent to each.l

Library literature of the last two decades includes several books and
more than a dozen articles which discuss merhods for selecting and eval-
uating book suppliers. Ffowever, most of these are the descriptions of
the authors' opinions of experiences; only a few analyze the problem
with objective and supporrive data. One such study is that of Pickett,
the order librarian of the San Francisco State College library on the ef-

Manuscript received February 1974; accepted for publication June 1974.
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Iibraries, having compared the average discount rates and delivery times

of publishers and wholesalers for a period of one year, rePort that or-

derlng books from publishers was more favorable, both in discount rate

and delivery time, lor their libraries which procured books mainly on

many university and most college libraries.

Proced,ure

The study was designed and conducted at the Indiana State Univer-
sity libraries during the spring semester and summet of 1973. From the

were eliminated publications of nontrade publishers, such as the Associ-
ation for Supervlsion and Curriculum DeveloPment, foreign publica-
tions, ancl. out-of-print titles not listed in the current issues of Boohs in

ty difierent publishers received orders for one copy each of one oI more

of their own publications.
All four wholesalers included in the investigation had been supply-

ing books to the library for more than two years, and their performance
hid been considered generally satisfactory. Two of them, Richard Abel

and Company and ttre Baker & Taylor Company, are nationally well-

known wholesalers, both having several branch offices throughout the
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TABLE I
Tr:rr,rs RnpnrsnNrro rN Selrrr,n

No. Author Title publisher Date

I
I

c

4

Blank, Marion
Borton, Terry
Brubaker, Dale
Clark, Leonard

Teaching-Learning in the preschool
Reach, Touch, and Teach
The Teacher as a Decision Maher
Strategies and Tactics in Second.at ,t

School Teaching
Soul on lce
On the Outshirts of Hope
Difierentiated Staffing
Toward Humanistic Education
T he Vanishing A dolescent
S c h o ols with out F ai,lur e
U-sing Tests in Counseling,
2d edition

Teaching with Feeling pegasus 1969
Secondary Education Today McKay 1967
The Slow Learner in the primary C. E. iWerrill lgTZ

Grades
Management and Improaement

Guidance
How Children Fail
How Children Learn
R e.a dings 

-on Learn in g an d T e ac hin g'in the Secondarv School
B e ginnin g S e 

"o, 
d,ory S c h o oI

Teacher's Guide
The Open Classroorn
Death at an Early Aee
Autobiography oy Ultcotm X
T ou ar d I rnpr oa e d t|rb an E d.uc ati o n
C hangin g C lassr o om B ehaoi or
Urban Education
Adaptiue Counseling in Schools
The Culture of theichool and the

Problem of Change
The Experience of Schooling
S e c-on dary S ch o ols T od.ay,

2d edirion
The Inner-City Classroom
Eaa_luation for Decision Making in

the Schools
Education and the Urban Crisis

C. E. Merrill l97g
McGraw-Hill lg70
W. C. Brown l9Z0
Macmillan 1968

McGraw-Hill I968
McGraw-Hill l908
Prentice l97Z
Praeger 1970
Beacon 1964
Harper 1969
Appleton tgTl

of . Appleton t965

5 Cleaver, Eldridge
6 Dawson, Helainl
7 Dempsey, Richard
8 ESTP
9 Friedenberg, Edsar

l0 Glasser, Wilfia;
ll Goldman, Leo

l2 Greenberg, Herbert
l3 Griffith, LeRoy
14 Heidmann, Mlry

15 Hill, George

16 Hotr, John
17 Holt, John
18 Hoover, Kenneth

19 Keene, Melvin

20 Kohl, Herbert
2l Kozol, Jonathan
22 Little, Malcolm
23 Lurz, Frank
24 Meacham, Merle
25 Ornstein, Allan
26 Rothney, John
27 Sarason, Seymour

28 Silberman, Melvin
29 Smith, Frederick

30 Strom, Robert
3l Wick, John

32 Woock, Roger

Pitman
Dell
AIlyn

1964
r972
rs71

Harper 1969

Random lg70
Houghton 1967
Grove 1965
Charles Jones 1970
fntext 1969
C. E. Merrill t972
Prentice 1972
Allyn t97r

Holt t97l
Houghton 1969

C. E. Merrill 1966
Houghton lgTl

Intext r970
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country and maintaining inventories of more than 100,000 titles in their
warehouses.s John Coutts Library Services and Midwest Library Service
are much smaller in size and are each operated from one location, keep-
ing stocks of 10,000 titles or less as their inventories.

When the ordered books were received by the library, the date re-

ceived, quoted list price, quoted discount rate, service charge and p-ost-
age if any, and cosi price (total charge to the library) were recorded.
The number of days each title had been outstanding by each supplier
and the percentage of cost price against list price were calculated from

these dati. Recording of the data continued for thirteen weeks. At the

end of this time more than 96 percent of all the ordered titles had been

received, and on the first day of the fourteenth week, the collection of

data was terminated, assuming unreceived items represented problems'

Results

Books began to arrive during the middle of the second week after

placement of orders. The earliest receipts were from publishers; 87.5

percent of the books ordered from publishers were received in the sec-

bnd and third week. Shipments from the wholesalers began to arrive

during the third week and continued steadily for seven weeks; 88.3 per-

.ent of the orders were received by the end of the ninth week, and de-

clined appreciably from the tenth week. Table 2 shows the lesults of

orders piated with publishers. Data included for each title are: (1) date

the material was received, (2) number of days the order had been out-

standing, (3) quoted list price, (4) quoted discount rate, (5) additional

charges-such ai postage, handling charge, or service charge, (6) cost

price-, or total charge to the library (calculated by subtracting the

imount of quoted discount from the list price and adding any-addition-
al charges),-and (7) the percentage of cost price against its list pri-ce.

Table 5 ihrough Table 6 record similar information formulated for

Abel, Baker & Taylor, John Coutts Library Services, and Midwest Li-

brary Service, respectively.
iVhett the sum of postage or handling charge was given for a ship-

ment of more than oni book, the amouni of the charge was divided by

the number of items in the shipment in order to determine the amount

of charge for each ritle. Publishers achieved 100 percent delivery of -ti
tles bef6re the end of the study period; wholesalers achieved virtually

complere coverage, with two (Abe[ and Coutts) providing all but one ti-

tle and two (Baler & Taylor and Midwest) providing all but two titles.

Discussion

Length of Deliaery Time. The average delivery time for publishers

was muih shorter than for wholesalers. No wholesaler's service was com-

parable to the publishers' in terms of promptness in sup,plying books'

The u't".uge deiivery time for publisheis, 18.2 days, was less than half

the averagE for all wholesalers,- 39.6 days. Even the best wholesaler in

terms of delivery time required an average of 31.5 days. When books are
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TABLE 2

Rrsur-rs or Onprns Pr.ecrn wrtu PuslrsHnns

Author/ Date
Title* Received

Quoted Addi-
Discount tional

Rate Charge

Percentage
(Cost to

List Price)
Number
of Days

Cost
Price

List
Price

| 5-29-73
2 5-3r-73
3 6-4-73
4 6-4-73
5 5"3r-73
6 5-3r-73
7 6-4-73
8 7-2-73
9 6_6-73

t0 6-4-73
ll 6-4-73
t2 5-30-73
13 6-4-73
t4 5-29-73
t5 6-4-73
16 6-4-73
17 6-4-73
18 6-4-73
19 6-+73
20 6-+73
21 6-6-73
22 6-673
23 6-12-73
24 6-25-73
2b 5-29-73
26 6-4-73
27 6-4-73
28 6-7-73
29 5-3r-73
30 5-29-78
31 5-3r-73
32 6-25-73
Total
Average

I I 4.95
t3 6.40
r7 3.50
17 5.25
13 6.50
r3 8.50
r7 8.95
45 7.00
l9 3.95
t7 4.95
r7 10.50
12 2.25
17 4.50
I r 3.50
r7 10.50
17 4.95
17 .95
17 6.95
17 5.95
r7 4.95
19 5.95
19 7.50
25 7.95
38 3.50
l r  8.50
r7 6.95
t7 8.95
20 5.00
13 5.95
l l 5.75
l3 5.25
38 3.95

18515
r8.2

.10 4.55

. t4 5.26

.50 4.00

.2r 4.94

.r4 5.34

.r4 6.94

.r4 8.20

.36 7.36

.14 3.30
0 3.46
0 9.45

. r4  2 .16

.22 3.82

.10 3.25
0 9.45

.30 4.76
0 .57

.50 6.75
0  4 .16

.69 5.64

.21 4.18

.83 8.33

.56 7.7r

.25 3.75

.10 3.25

.r4 6.40

.50 8.55

.2r 4.7r

.24 5.00

.r0 5.27

.24 4.44

.25 4.20

t69.15

l 0
20
0

t0
20
20
IO
0

20
30
r0
l 0
20
t0
t0
l0
40
t0
30
0

33.3
0

l0
0

l 0
l0
r0
l 0
20
l0
20
0

91.9
82.2

r r4.3
94.1
a 9 9

8r.7
91.6

r05.1
83.5
70.0
90.0
96.0
84.9
92.9
90.0
96.2
60.0
97.1
70.0

r r3.9
70.3

l l l . l
97.0

r07.t
92.9
92.r
95.5
94.2
84.0
9r.7
84.6

106.3

91.4

r Refer to Table I for full author/title information. Numbers in this column cor-
respond to "Number" column in Table l
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TABLE 3

Rnsur-rs or Onnrns Plecro wrrn Rrcnano Asrr- eNp Co'
,

Quoted Addi- Percentage

Author/ Date Number List Dlscount tional Cost (Costto.

Title* Received of Days Price Rate Charge Price List Price)

I
9

3
4
c

6

8
I

l 0
l l
1 2
r3
r4
l 5
l 6
r7
t 8
l9
20
2 l
92

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3 l
32
Total
Average

* Refer to Table I for full author/title information. Numbers in this column cor-

respond to "Number" column in Table l.

7-5-73
7:5'73
7 -5-73
7-5-73
7-5-73
8-10-73
8-10-73
6-22-73
7-2A-73
7-20-73
6-22-73
l-J- I C

l -x - t  c

t-5- I C

7-5-73
7-20-73
7-5-73
6-22-73
7-20-73
7-5-73
7-5-73
6-22-73
7-20-73
8-10-73

6.22-73
6-22-73
7-20-73
7-5-73
l -5 - l  c

7-5:13
8-r0-73

48
48
48
48
48
84
84
35
63
63
35
48
48
48
48
63
48
35
63
48
48
35
63
84

4.95
6.95
3.50
5.25
6.50
8.50
8.95
7.00
3.95
4.95

10.50
2.25
3.50
5.95

r0.50
4.95

.95
6.95
4.25
4.95
5.95
7.50
8.95
3.50

6.95
8.95
5.00
5.95
5 . 1 c

5.25
3.95

18295

t4
40
r4
r4
40
40
92

27
44
4l
27
l4
c t

l 4
l 4
27
34
t4
l4
4,0
40
40
l4
l4

94

t4
l 4
l 4
l4
t4
l4

1.65
r.65
1.65
1.65
1.65
1.65
1.65
1.65
r.65
1.65
2.r5
1.65
1.65
1.65
2.15
r.65
1.65
r.65
r.65
1.65
1.65
l 65
1.65
1.65

r .65
1.65
r .65
1.65
1.65
1.65
1.65

5.91
5.82
4.66
6.16
9.00

6.75
8.63
6.76
3.86
4.57
9.81
3.58
3.85
6.77

I  l . l 8
5.26
2.28
7.63
5.30
4.62
5.22
6.15
9.35
4.66

l19.4
83.7

133.1
r17.8
85.4
79.4
96.4
96.6
97.7
92.3
93.4

159.1
I10.0
I r3.8
106.5
106.3
240.0
109.8
r24.7
93.3
87.7
82.0

104.5
1 33.1

35
35
6E
48
48
48
84

53.0

6.93 99.7
9.35 104.5
5.95 119.0
6.77 113.8
6.59 114.6
6.16 117.3
5.05 127.8

191-13
104.5
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TABLE 4

Rnsur-rs oE Onnnns Precrn wrrs Bexrn & Tevr-ox.

Author/ Date
Title* Received

Quoted Addi-
Discount tional Cost

Rate Charge Price
Number
of Days

List
Price

Percentage
(Cost to

List Price)

I
2
J

4
5
6
4

8
9

I O
il
12
l 3
t4
t5
l6
r7
l 8
l 9
20
2r
99

23
24
2b
26
27
28
29
30
3 I
32
Total
Average

6-29-73
6-8-73
6-8-73

6-8-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
6-20-73
7-r2-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
6-8-73

7-23-73
7-9-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
7-23-73
7-r2-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
6-8-73
7-27-73
6-8-73
6-&73
7-23-73

4.61 93.1
4.27 7r.8
3.60 102.9

42
2r
2r

l 0
30
0

4.95
5.95
3.50

6.50
8.50
8.95
7.OO
3.95
4.95
9.95
2.25

2r
2r
2 l
J J

c5

2r
2r
2r

66
52
2r
2r
66
J 5

2r
2r
2r
2r
zr
2 l
21
2r
2r
70
2r
2 l
66

3r.5

30
30
t 0
t0
30
30
l0
l0

10
l0
30
l0
10
l0
30
30
30
0

l 0
l0
1 0
10
l0
10
I O
r0
l 0

3.50
10.50
4.95

.95
6.95
4.25
4.95
5.95
7.50
7.95
3.50
3.50
6.95
8.95
5.00
5.95
0 . 1  5

5.25
3.95

r72.70

4.65
6.05
8.16
6.42
2.89
3.57
9.06
2. r3

3.29
9.60
c . D ,

.96
6.39
3.95
3.57
4.27
5.35
8.05
3.25
3.25
6.36
8.16
4.60
5.52
5.28
4.83
3.70

149.36

7r.5
7r .2
9r.2
9r.7
73.2
72.r
9r . l
94.7

94.0
9r.4
72.r

1 0 1 . 1
91.9
92.9
72.r
7r .8
71,3

101.3
q z q

92.9
91.5
91.2
92.0
92.8
91 .8
92.0
93.7

86.5

* Refer to Table I for full author/title information. Numbers in this column cor-
respond to "Number" column in Table l.
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TABLE 5

RrsurtsorOnonnsPr-acrowrrHJouNCourmLrsRARySrxvtcrs

Quoted Addi- Percentage

Author/ Date Number List Discount tional Cost (Costto

Title* Received of Days Price Rate Charge Price List Price)

I
9

3
4
3

6
I

8
I

I O
l 1
r2
r3
t 4
l 5
l 6
t 7
t8
l9
20
2 l
99

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3 l
32
Total
Average

* Refer to Table I for full author/title information. Numbers in this column cor-

respond to "Number" column in Table l.

6-26-78
6-12-73
6-19-73
6-19-73
6-12-73
6-12-73

7-r9-73
6-26-73
6-19-73
6-12-73
7-r3-73
6-26-73
6-26-73
6-12-73
6-12-73
6-26-73
6-26-73
6-19-73
6-19-73
6-19-73
6-r9-73
7-2-7?
6-26-73
6-26-73
6-19-73
6-26-73
6-r8-73
6-19-73
6-2678
6-19-73
6-26-73

39
25
32
32
25
25

62
39
32
25
56
39
39
25
25
39
39
32
32
32
32
45
39
39
32
39
3r
32
39
32
39

4.95
6.95
3.50
5.25
6.50
8.50

7.25
3.95
4.95

r0.50
2.50
4.50
5.95

10.50
4.95
1.00
6.95
5.95
4.95
5.95
1.50
8.95
3.50
3.50
6.95
8.95
5.00
5.95
5 . 1 9

5.25
3.95

t 0
t0
l0
l0
l0
l0

l0
l0
l0
t0
0

t0
I 0
l0
l0
0

l0
l0
l0
l0
l0
l0
l0
t0
l0
t0
l0
10
t0
l0
l0

4.45
6.25
3.r5
4.72
5.85
7.65

6.52
?.55
4.45
9.45
2.50
4.05
5.35
9.45
4.45
1.00
6.25
5.35
4.45
5.35
1.35
8.05
3 .15
3 .15
6.25
8.05
4.50
5.35
5.17
4.72
3.55

r57.53

90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0

90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0

100.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0

100.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0

90.1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

t74.75
35.3
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TABLE 6

Rnsur,rs on Onorns Pr-acpo wrrn Mrownsr LrsnARv Srnvrcr

Quoted Addi-
Author/ Date
Title* Received

Number
of Days

List
Price

Percentage
Discount tional Cost (Cost to

Rate Charge Price List Price)

I 6-18-73
2 6-25-73
3 6,25-73
4 6-29-78
5 6-25-73
6 6-25-73
7 7-12-73
8
I 6-29-73

10 6-18-73
r l 6-25-73
12 6-25-72
l 3
t4 6-18-73
15 6-25-73
16 625-78
r7 6-25-73
18 6-25-73
19 6-18-73
20 6-25-78
21 6-6-73
22 6-25-73
23 6-25-73
24 6-25-73
25 6-t8-73
26 7-12-73
27 8-17-78
28 6-18-73
29 6-18-73
30 6-18-73
3l 6-18-78
32 6-25-73

Total
Average

5
l0
5

l0
30
t0
t0

30
30

5

l 0

5

5
l0
t 0
l0
l0
l0
l 0
30
l0

J

I

l 0
l 0
l 0
l 0

I

t 0
J

3 l
38
38
49

38
38
J '

42
3r
38
38

3 l
38
38
38
38
3r
38
l9
38
38
38
3 l
5 9

91
3 l
3 l
3 l
3 l
38

38.4

4.95
4.25
3.50
5.25
5.95
8.50
8.95

3.95
4.95

10.50
2.25

3.50
9.95
4.95

.95
6.95
5.95
4.95
5.95
7.50
8.95
3.50
3.50
6.95
8.95
5.00
5.95
2.95
5.25
3.95

r68.60

4.70
8.82
3.32
4.72
4. t6
7.65
8.05

2.76
3.46
9.97
2.02

3.92
9.45
+.+D

.85
6.25
5.35
4.45
5.35
5.25
8.05
3.32
3.32
6.25
8.05
4.50
5.35
2.80
4.72
3.75

r49.46

95.0
90.0
95.0
90.0
70.0
90.0
90.0

70.0
70.0
95.0
90.0

95.0
95.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
70.0
90.0
95.0
95.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
95.0
90.0
95.0

88.6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* Refer to Table I for full author/title information. Numbers in this column cor'
respond to "Number" column in Table I.
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Figure I

Cumulative Number of Books Received, by Week

needed as soon as possible, therefore, it is usually better to place orders

directly with publishers, from whom librarians can expect materials

within'two or ihree weeks, unless they are out of stock or require a spe-
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not in stock were quite slow in arriving, and more than seven weeks were
requrred to fill 75 percent of the orders. The length of this process was
probably due to a certain extent to the wholesaleis practice of cumulat-
ing orders. on the other hand, the smaller wholesaleis, coutts and Mid-
w€st, evidently were able_ to make only negligible shipmenti from their
stocks (three percent in the case of Midwesi u]nd ,"ro p.r..rrt in the case

:j^,9":r,1 i:i"q r"pptt"d immediatery). yet, uppurintty, tney ptaced
tnerr orders to the publishers without delay and shipped books to itre ti-
Drary as they rvere received from the publishers. This prompt response
made the total number of filled orders exceed that oi tarie nater t
Tryt-or after the fifth week. By the end of the sixth *e.t, ttEy had sup-
plied more than 84_percenr'of the orders. This practice oi the two
small wholesalers is obvious when their supply ..rruei are compared with
the publishers' curve. The curves are simitir'in shape; tt e 

-airererr.e 
is

that the small wholesalers' peaks occur two to three iveeks after the pub-
lishers.

The reaction of Abel, a relatively large wholesaler, was rather slow.

I!.-1.1:, 
shipment.of six_books (19 perient of the orders) arrived in

th€ frith week, probably from the stoik of the branch offiie. After an-
other two weeks, fifteen more titles were received (possibly from the
stock of the main warehouse), making the totar shipm'ent by the end of
the -eiglrth week only 66 percent. Ab"el then began ,o ,,rpity the non_
stock titles but approached other suppriers' accoiprishm""'tl J"ty in the
twelfth week.

T!9se 
{n{ings suggest rhe necessity of reviewing traditionar beriefs

regarding choice of a wholesaler. In speaking of who"resarer service, Ford
states: "clearly, without a stock he &nnot"give adequate service," and
suggests use of a wholesaler who has "a stock of new^books appropriate
to the needs of the library.,'6 Certainly, if mosr titles ordeJb'd are in

lt_iqh 
d",-?"d, it is probabre that these will be titres usualry stocked by a

Iarge wholesaler, and a-library can expect prompt shipments from a laige
wholesaler. In view of the varying needi of ioilegi and. university ii
braries, however, it is obvious that"no whoresarer &" teep -ort of th"
titles re-quired by academic libraries. rn the case of normaliy nonstocked
titles, the use of carefully selected smail wholesalers, who work with
tortoiselike diligence, may prove effective.

cost to the Library. The total cost of the thirty-two titles as ordered
from publishers was $tog.tr. At a rotal I ist price br $tsr.tr, this repre-

t.7 However, the diversity in the pric-
noted. Several publishers provided

ffi Iii:#l?,'fi"f T;H'1, T,T:i:
ris-lers save rower discounts '. "' Xl?i;f"t :l""iitr:i iil:* ;:T-l XTi
added some additional charges. For exampre, one pubrisher allowed. no
discount for one of its-publications (with a list price of g7.bO) and
added a $.50 handling chirge plus g.BB'postage. Thi total .ort to'the li-
Volume 19, Number 2, Spring 1975 . 143 .



brary, $8.33, was lll percent of the list price. The same title was re-
ceived at a 30 percent actual discount from Midwest and at a 28.7 per-
cent actual discount from Baker & Taylor.

Contrary to expectations, the actual discount rates of the wholesalers
included in'the study were higher than the average of the publishers,
with one exception. The cost price of Baker & Taylor averaged 86.5 per-
cent of the list price, showing an average actual discount of 13.5 per-
cent, 4.9 percent more than that ofiered by publishers. The discount
rates of Midwest and Coutts were also higher than the publishers by 2.8
percent and 1.3 percent, respectively. The average price of Abel was the
exception to this general trend. The total cost price, $191.13, was 104.5
percent of the total list price of $182.95. The library received no actual
discount; rather it paid a 4.5 percent surcharge over the list price. The
high cost of Abel is due to its unique pricing policy which was intro-
duced in 1973. This system extends to libraries the substantial discount
which they have received from the publishers, but adds $1.65 service
charge for titles up to $10 and $2.15 for books over $10. Under this pric-
ing scheme, the libraries receive no actual discount, but rather Pay a sur-
charge for low priced and short discount titles. A favorable discount can
be expected for high priced and long discount items.s

When the efficiency of a book supplier is considered in terms of the
price charged to the libraries, it can be said that dealing with a well-
selected wholesaler, or wholesalers, is generally more favorable than

ally, their performances have to be reviewed periodically.
Efficiency of a Supplier. In order to evaluate the efficiency of a sup-

plier, it is necessary to measure his performance by securing objective
data, to be compared with those for other suppliers. A method such as

the one used in this study can provide such data. When there are not

placed with a well-selected wholesaler.
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. 
Tfe problem is to consider both the discount rate and the derivery

time in connection with the relative importance of these factors to a

ff::t]f]1b13,ty 
iT a particular situation. The findings rirr,i, study in-

ctrcate that a librarian ordering books in June for tnJratt semester, will
receive most books in time, Ggardless oi th" supplier ,rr"a.-H.r. tfr"
time factor is less important thin the discount raie-. A librarian placing
orders 

{or the general collection would like to receive a substantial dis-
count; but if he can- rece_ive the shipment several weeks earry, then he
Tay ignore,a negligible discount. rn another situation, a libr'arian who
rs ordering books which are urgently needed for reserve at a request of
an instructor must consider the promptness factor to be more important
than the discount rate. The p[owi-ng_ formula can be used to compare
the two factors simultaneously in diFerent situations and. consid.er the
total efficiency of a supplier:

REV -  (onox Br )  +  ( -+=x u I  x  roo)\  /  \ a D T  
' - ' " /

ue; AAD is average actual discount;
of discount index; ADT is average'days 

the orders had been outstand-

this formula represents the sum of
:tor of the discount rate, which in_
discount increases; and (2) the effi-
ery time which is inversely propor-
I for delivery. In order to reflect the
count rate, the discount rate is mul_
very time by urgency index (UI).
;ency index increases as the impor-

mined comparativery and ,et a, ronll,J5it='? ,trTfi:'; iT ff::l-
the_ receiving date is not important, and the books will not be needed
within two months; UI = I, for routine book orders for the general col_
lection; UI = 2, for orders where time is important; and. tt = B, for
u-rgently needed rush ordeis for which deliveiy time is more importanr
than the discount. similarly, the value of the 

'budget 
index increases as

the discount rate becom_es more important for the iiu.uty. BI = r can be
used in the normal budget situation; but BI = z should be used when

1lt: 
tjbl"ty budget 

_is limited and discounr rate is more important than
the delivery time. 'B1 = 0 is to be used when discount rate ir t ot a con-
sideration in comparison to other factors.

ror example, if the,data in the presenr study are appried to this for-
mula, assuming the orders *"r. g.trirul regular ord.rritr u routine bud-
get situation, the following REV lor each sulppfier can be obtained:

REZlruuusne"", = (r.u x r) + (+, x l x roo) = r+.r
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/  \  / r  \
REVG6s11 = (- +.r x r) * (Ffu x I x r00) = - 2'6

REVlsuu" ,uodrayror)  = ( ra . rx  r )  +(#, . l  x  100)  - rc .1

REV1soo11"1= (n.n * r) * (# x I x too) = tz'z

REZlyrowest ,  =  ( r r .+  * , )  n  (# .  t  *  too)  -  14.0

These REV valaesindicate that in considering the discount and delivery

time simultaneously, the service of Baker & Taylor is the most favor-

able. Direct orders with publishers come next, foliowed' in order' by the

a r e :  
/  \  / 1  \

REZ1po6n"1",", = (8.6 x r) + (#z . 3 x t00/ - 25'r

REV1sa"11= (- 4.b x r) . (#x 3 x roo) = r'z

REV lnauetatdrayror) = ( ru.u 
" 

t) * ("h 
" 

a x roo) = 23.r

(#.Bxroo)- r8.3REV lgoottt\ 
= ( rn* ' )  *

REZlu,o-est ,  = (r , .+ * , )  *  (# 
"  

u *  too) -  rcz

Other Factors to Be Consi,d,ered.. In addition to the two major factors

of delivery time and discount, other factors which should be considered

in determining an accurate efficiency measure of a supplier include the

iJro*i"gt staft time required to prbpare orders, payment procedure of

the library, promptness'and accuiacy of--suppliers rePorts for unfilled

orders, and scope or limitation of supplier's-service' An evaluation of

ifr"r" iu.rors requires 
"rrothe. 

carefuliy designed -investigation, 
beyond

ifr"- ,.op" of the Present study' Jn contrast- to the two major factors

dealt with here, thie situation and the importance of these other factors

vary widely among libraries.

Conclusion

In purchasing general trade publishers' books which are not highly

,p".iufir.a and t'ecihnical, librariis can generally receive materials more
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The ALA Duplicafes Exchange Union-
A Sfudy and Evaluation

Rrcnenu Eccrsrox
CoIIege Li,brarian

Thomas More Coll,ege
Ft. Mitchell, Kentuck^y

The American Library Association's Duplicates Exchange Union
(DEU) has serued Ameri,can librari,es for oaer three decades. A brief
history of the DEU is presented, followed by the results of a guestion'
naire sent by the author to aII DEtl members. The questionnaire dealt
with aII aspects of DEU operation, and the analysis of responses high'
lights problems in the structure and operation of the union. Discussion
of the problem is folloued by recomrnendations for change.

-fHE DUPLICATES EXCHANGE UNION (DEU) has been serving
I American libraries for over three decades, with only slight change in

the methods used and continued growth of the membership over the
years. Aside from one rather limited cost analysis performed by a single
library in 1956, no published analysis of the union has appeared.r The

present study was undertaken to examine some apparent weaknesses of
ihe system as observed at Keene State College Library, where the author

was formerly employed.

History of the Dupli,cates Exchange Union

The Duplicates Exchange Union was formed in 1940 under the name

Periodicals Exchange Union by Neil Van Deusen, then librarian of Fisk

University. Following an initial year under his leadership, management
of the union was assumed by the Association of College and Reference

Manuscript received November 1973; accepted for publication June 1974'
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system was introduced foilowing the lg42 Annual conference of the
American Library Association, pelmitting simurtaneous requests, but this
proved no more successful beciuse of th-'e simultaneous airival of many
lists,-the uncertainty of availabirity of materials, and the extra record
keeping.

stionnaire sent to all members of the

:lff:#fi"Tff"il #?,i"-1 lt
rres to rnclude all types of materials, not simply periodicals;
) lists were to be sent to ail members simultaieousry and re-

quest fiIIed in order of receipt; (B) the routing sheet was replaced by a
mcmbership list; (4) each library'was permitled to issue ..want lists";
(5) each member was urged to send out two duplicate lists a year.z,s

Th: 
TujgT-:hange, of course, involved the change ro a memberrhip lirt

and the- filling of requesrs in order of receipt. virtuaily no changi has
occurred in the rules since$r11 tipe except'that libraries are no iorg.,
permitted to circulate individual "want' lists." Thus the union has
changed from a structured system based. on wealth to a free-for-all
scramble.

Procedu,res of the Suraey

Keene state college of New Hampshire (KSC) ioined the union in
November 1972. rt soon became apparetrt that the tftrary was receiving
a small percenrage of itemsrequerted from DEU lists, in spite of returnin[
requests on the same day that a list was received. To tes^t the hypothesei
that the library was among the rast to receive the lists because of th" ,rr"
of third class mailing rates and that member libraries tended to give
preference to other institutions in the same region, a questionnaire lseeApp_endix) was distributgd^4o"g with our e*ihattge l'ist in April r0z3
to all DEU members. Of Bgg qlestionnaires sent, 12g usable i.rporrr.,

Y,l:,,t"::iu"d.(58.percent). Table-l presenrs figures on the geographic
orsrrrbutron of union m-emberg and of respondents to the queitionniire.
rt will be noted that almost half of the union's members'(and of the
respondents) are located in the central portion of the .o.ttrtiy (defined
as the -area composed of the four regiorrs which include the word
"cen.'al" in their name), another third l6cated on the east coast, and the
remainder on the west coast or in canada. The analysis of the responses
is made in terms of the following variables: (r) size of periodicali sub-
scription list, (2) type-of library, (3) geograpiric region, (4) percent_
age of matefial received through DEU. Beciuse of thJ smali number of
public,.(eight) u1d special (fifieen) libraries included in the study, few
generalizations relating to their operations or opinions are attemptea.

Findings

of the 228 respondents who identified the type of library, zOb (gg.5
p,"t::"t).are coUege libraries, 15 (6.6 percenr) 

'aie 
special libraries, in-

cluding hospital libraries, art museum-ribrarils and'company libraries,
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TABLE I

Gnocna*rrc Drsrn'rsurroN or DEU Mnunrnsnp (N = 399) '+No

orIEstloNNAIRE Rrspol'losNls (N = 229)

DEU MembershiP
Questionnaire
Respondents

Region Number Percent Number Percent

United States*
Northeast
Middle Atlantic
South Atlantic
East South Central
East North Central
West North Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

Canada

Total

l 8
9 J

5 0

32
64
59
32
l 8
45
20

399

4.5
13.8
14.0
8.0

l6 . l
14.8
8.0
4.5

I 1 . 3
5.0

r00

8
34
35
t 7
40
J J

2r
l l
20
l0

q9Q

3.5
r4.8
15.3
7.4

17.5
14.4
9.2
4.8
8.7
4.4

100

* States of the United States are defined in regions as follows:

Northeast: Connecticut, M"i,'., Massachusetis, New Hampstrire' Rhode Island' and

Vermont.
Middle Atlantic: Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York'

Soith Atlantic: Oetawdre, Horida, deorgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Caro-

lina, Virginia, and West Virginia'
n ii t iiut n" c e nir aI : Alabama, kentucky, Miss issi ppi, and Tennessee'-n^i 

Niiin C"itrol lllinois, indiana, Michigan, 
-ohio, 

and Wisconsin'

west North central: Iowa, Kansas, Minneiota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota'

and South Dakota.
Wiit South Central: Arkansas, I-ouisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas'

uiiiil"t Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico' Utah' and

Wyoming.
Pacihc: aliska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington'
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TABLE 2
AppnoxrMerr NuNrsrn on SusscnrprtoNs pER Lrnneny* (N = 229)

Approximate
Numbet of

Subscriptions
Library

Number Percent

l-300
30r-600
601-r,000
Over 1,000
No response

Total

42
78
52
45
12

990

r8.3
34.r
22.7
r9.6
5.3

100

* Responses to question I (cf. Appendix) .

the DEU are for the most part small libraries, with only a few very
large institutions. This is not surprising, as it is well known that the larg-
er institutions tend to favor membership in the United States Book Ex-
change (USBE) rather than the DEU, as more direct and more compre-
hensive service is ofiered by the former. The $25.00 membership fee for
the USBE can also be more easily accepted by the large institutions.

Of the 223 respondents who answered a question concerning mem-
bership in USBE, 65 (29.1 percent) are members, and 158 (7l.9 percent)
are not members. This low percentage is probably not unusual when it
is remembered that three-quarters of the respondents maintain less than
1,000 current subscriptions. The USBE is generally more valuable to
larger libraries, because of their greater stock of esoteric titles, titles
published abroad, foreign language titles, and other specialized services.
Further, membership in the USBE brings explicit costs to members: a

$25.00 annual fee and a charge per item of at least $.75. Dual member'
ship in DEU and USBE presents some interesting patterns. Of the 65 li
braries holding dual membership, 6l are college libraries (29.8 percent
of the responding college libraries), 4 are special libraries (28.6 per-
cent), and none are public libraries. Holding membership is directly re-
lated to the number of subscriptions maintained, with the percentage of
libraries with dual membership climbing steadily from 14.3 percent (the
smallest group) to 100 percent (the largest group). Geographic location
does not appear to be a factor in this dual membership group excePt for
the East South Central group, where dual membership is at the lowest.
Percentage of requested material received through the DEU also is not
a flactor in dual membership.

Only six (2.6 percent) of the respondents reported dual membership
in the DEU and the Medical Library Association (MLA) exchange' The
MLA exchange, which deals almost exclusively with medical and scien-
tific materials, also charges a $25.00 annual membership fee, although
there are no charges for items received, except postage. The fee and the
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TABLE 3

LrsRAnv EsttuArrorq or Userur-Nrss or Excgalcn
Lrsts ron Irrus Weurno* (N = 229)

Percentage
of Lists

Found Useful
Library

Number Percent

I0 percent
20 percent
30 percent
40 percent
50 percent
60 percent
70 percent
80 percent
90 percent
100 percent
No response

Total

29
1 2
94

23
t 9
I

30
27
47
4
5

990

12.7
5.2

r0.5
10.0
8.3
3.9

l3 . l
l  l . 8
20.5
r .7
2.3

100

* Responses to question 5 (cf Appendix) .

type of material handled are probably the prime reasons for low dual
membership.

Eaaluation of DEU Seruices. Libraries were requested to estimate
what percentage of lists received included needed items (cf. Table 3).
Size of periodicals holdings did not appear to influence the responses re-
ceived. The five geographic regions finding needed items on the most lists
are, in decreasing order, West South Central, East North Central, East
South Central, West North Central, and Pacific. Thus, the central por-
tion of the United States, in which the majority of present DEU mem.
bers is located, finds needed items on more lists than other areas. In
terms of percentage of requested material received, those DEU members
who receive over 50 percent of requested items are the same group that
finds needed items on more lists; conversely, those that receive less than
40 percent of requested items are those who also find needed items on
fewer lists than others.

Table 4 presents the librarians' estimates of the number of items re-
quested on average from a list: 22.7 percent request four or less, 48.5
percent request eight or less, and 70.8 percent request twelve or less. By
geographic region, the following five areas, in decreasing order, request-
ed more items per list than the others: East South Central, West South
Central, East North Central, South Atlantic, and Pacific. In addition,
those with larger collections (i.e., a larger number of periodical sub-
scriptions) requested more items per list than those with smaller collec-
tions-a not surprising result. Further, there appears to be a relationship
between asking for more items and receiving a higher percentage of
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TABLE 4

LrsRARy EsrrlaerroN or NuMsnn oF IrEMs
Rnqursrru pnR Lr$t* (N = 229)

Number of
Requests

Library
Number Percent

6
46
59
5 l
t 7
l l

A
i

I
1 l
23

229

* Responses to question 6 (cf Appendix) .

items requested. Those who receive 50 percent or more of material re-
quested are also likely to ask for more items per list than those who re'
ceive less than 50 percent. This relationship may be suspect, however, be'
cause the members in the central portion of the United States (East
South Central, East North Central, West North Central, and West South
Central) ask for many items per list and receive a high percentage of
them, perhaps as a result of geographic proximity.

When requested to estimate the percentage of requested items that
were received, 61.6 percent of the respondents estimated that they re-
ceive less than 30 percent of requested items, and 87.4 percent estimated
less than 50 percent (Table 5). The smaller the number of current sub-
scriptions, the greater the percentage of requested material received,
even though smaller libraries tend to request fewer items. The question-
naire findings show that the libraries in the central portion of the Unit-
ed States are on the average smaller than the libraries in other sections
of the country, more numerous in DEU membership, aqd request the
most items per list. It appears, thus, that there is a grouP of small li-
braries, located in a specific geographic region, that requests many items
and receives a high percentage of their requests. Once again, the same
five geographic regions-East North Central, Pacific, West North Cen-
tral, West South Central, and East South Central-appear in descending
order. The difierences between these five regions and the other five are
so striking that one must conclude that geographic location affects the re-
sults which a library can expect from DEU.

In reply to a question concerning the value of DEU, twenty'four
(10.5 peicent of atl respondents) stated that the use of DEU resulted
in a financial loss. Although a fairly small number, the grouP Presents
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24
5-8
9-r2
l3-18
19-25
26-35
3645
46'l
No response

Total

2.6
20.1
25.8
22.3
7.4
4.8
r .7

4

4.8
t0. l

100-



TABLE 5

Lrtnany Esrnte,trou or PnncrwrAcr or Rrqursrro
IrEMs THAI Anr RncuvsD* (N = 229)

Percentage
of Requested

Items Received
Library

Number Percent

l 0
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
r00
No Response

Total

53
40
48
c t
99

I
5
6

I
8

229

23.r
17.5
2r .0
16.2
9.6
3.9
.) c)

2.6

'.+
3.5

100

r Responses to question 7 (cf. Appendix) .

pected, those libraries that receive less than 40 percent of material re-
quested express a negative opinion much more often than those who re-
ceive over 50 percent of requested material. Number of current sub-
scriptions received and type of library do not appear to be factors in
producing negative responses.

Table 6 summarizes the responses to a question requesting evaluation
of the usefulness of DEU on a four point scale. In this discussion those
who responded with either "very useful" or "useful" were considered to
be making a positive response, and those who replied "of some use" or
"useless" were considered to be making a negative response. It will be
noted that the negative response of 16.6 percent represents a higher per-
centage than in the case of those who felt that the DEU caused a finan-
cial loss to their libraries. Again, although not as sharply as in the ques-
tion dealing with financial loss, there appears to be a connection bet*een
negative responses to the DEU and geographic location and percentage
of requested material received. In general, those located outside the cen-
tral portion of the country and those who receive less than 40 percent of
requested items show a much higher negative response to the DEU.
Breakdown by type of Iibrary reveals that 20 percent of special libraries
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rABLE 6

LrsnARv Ever-uelroN or [Jsurur,Nrss or DEU* (N = 229)

Evaluation
Library

Number Percent

Very uselul
Useful
Of some use
Useless

Total

98
93
35
z

6

42.8
40.6
15.3
t . 3

100

* Responses to question 9 (cf. Appendix) .

express dissatisfaction, along with I7.l Percent of college libraries, but
no public libraries express dissatisfaction. Since special libraries receive
the highest percentage return of requested items, one could speculate
that their unhappiness is based on the content of the lists. Number of
current subscriptions does not aPpear to be a factor in producing dis-
satisfaction. Taken in conjunction with the answers concerning financial
loss, these figures suggest a pattern of dissatisfied libraries that are geo-
graphically remote from the main body of membership and receive less
from the DEU than others (excepting the special libraries)'

Prouision of Serai,ces by Members. To test the hypothesis that DEU
members geographically removed from the central portion of the coun-
try receive a lower percentage return because of the widespread use of
third class mail for the disiribution of duplicates lists and the provi-
sions that exchange lists are to be sent simultaneously to all members,
with requests to be fiIled in order of receipt, a question relating to prac-
tice in fitting requests in order of receipt was asked. A total of sixteen
libraries (7 percent of all respondents) stated some variation from the

practice of mfing requests in order of receipt. Because of the small-number 
of libraries admitting to some vatiation in this matter, general-

izations are probably not appropriate, but it may be noted that 20 per-
cent of Canidian libraries,-I4.3 percent of South Atlantic libraries, and
Il.8 percent of East South Centril Libraries, representing a total of nine

of the sixteen libraries, admit to this practice.
Respondents were asked if they ever give preference to a library in

the same region as the oftering library, regardless of relative order of re-

quest. Of 226 responding to the question, forty-one (18.1 percent) re-

pUea in the affirmative. (There is no immediately apparent explanation
of tne discrepancy between this figure and the figure reported above of

sixteen libraiies which report some variation in the order of filling re-

ceipts.) Neither number bf periodical subscriptions nor percentage of

requested. material received correlate with the answers to this gYet-t1ot:
Agiin, the most important factor is geographic location, with half of

thi Canadian libraries and approximately one quarrer of those in the
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Middle Atlantic region (26.5 percent), the Sourh Atlantic region (25.7
percent), and the East South Central region (23.5 percent). indicating
such preference. Analysis by type of library shows a figure of 18.5 per-
cent for college, 13.3 percent for special, and 12.5 percent for public
libraries.

To test an impression that fewer titles were received from those li-
braries from which a large number of items were requested, a question
was included concerning the possibility that not all items requesred were
sent to a single library because a request was considered too large. Only
fifteen libraries (6.6 percent) stated that they had sent less rhan the re-
quested number of items. Thirteen of these were college libraries and
two were special; they all had subscription lists of less than 1,500 titles,
and no relation with the variable of percentage of material received is
apparent. In general, the answer to this problem is not a simple one,
with variables of type of material, length of serial runs, size of library
to which requests are made, and others to be taken into account.

Ten percent of the respondents claimed to mail lists by first class
mail 44 percent by library rate, and 44 percent by third class rate, but
experience at KSC makes the responses to this question suspect. Our ex-
perience has been that the great majority of libraries use third class,
with a few using library rate and a few using first class. The problem
here may be caused by the lack of knowledge of the difierence between
Iibrary rate and third class rate.

S.uggesti,ons for Improaentent. Three questions were included relat-
ing to possible improvements in the present system. The first concerned
the desirability of continuing to include books and documents in the
program. Of. 221 respondents, 160 (69.9 percent of all respondents)
favored and 6l (26.6 percent) opposed conrinuarion. It must be noted,
however, that quite a few replies were received favoring the continua-
tion of only one of these types of publication. Two factors-type of
Iibrary and percentage of requested items received-seem to affect re-
sponses to this question. By type of library, sentiment to drop books and
documents from the lists was highest among college libraries (27.3 per
cent) , followed by special libraries (20 percent) , and public libraries
12.5 percent) . By percentage of requested matefial received through the
DEU, sentiment for dropping books and documents from the lists was
highest among.those libraries which receive the most material. The only
likely explanation is the supposition that perhaps those who receive the
least through the DEU feel that if books and documents are deleted
they will receive even less than at present. Geographic location and num-
ber of current subscriptions do not appear to be factors which afiect this
choice. Many members suggested that books and documents be distribut-
ed on separate lists, as they are checked in a different manner than peri-
odicals.

In anticipation of possible dissatisfaction with the organization of
the union, a question was included providing an opportunity to show a
preference for division by type, size, or special subject of library. Only
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percent of requested material wanted divisions much more than those

Keene State College Experience

_ _{ -report of the experience of Keene State College, which joined
DEU in November 1972, may be of interest. In the fir-st ten monlhs of
membership, 228 lisrs of available irems were received from 16g differ-
ent libraries, with a number of libraries providing more than one list
and 225 members not providing a single iist. of ii're lists received, 2lg

1y.ere {rom_9oilege libraries,6 from pubtic libraries, and 4 from special
Iibraries. of the 228 lists, there werd 162 from which one or more items
were requested and 66 which included no items of interest to KSC. of
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from 184 libraries totaled 6,8g0 items, ranging from one to 2g2 items
and in most insrances being lower than +o,"wiin an average-of 34.9 per
library. rf eleven requests, lach for r00 or more items, are eliminated,
the average is reduced to 2b.l items per requesting library.

D i s cu ssion an d, Re c o mmen dations

responses to the questionnaire and
oblem areas may be noted: inactive
of entry, hoarders, special libraries,

rpear that a substantial number of
requiremenr of distributing a dupli
order to maintain membership. Ob_
materials from others at no expense
to be made, but it is clear that the

after a reminder requesting action

. R-egi_onal Preference. The present study has identified four regions
in which approximately one q-uarter of the libraries give preference to
requests received from members in
and in no way seeking to discouragr
exist, one must also recognize the ui
libraries to request items which ther
sible solution may be to encourage
practice to circularize those libraries of the region who are nof members
of the DEU before a DEU list is compiled. fhe presenr granting of re-
gional.preference gives these requesting institutions a aoriute adiantage
of regional and mailing proximity. c6ntinuing to grant regionar prei
:t:t:" and- the growth of this system within i syrtim coull cause the
PEU 

,: collapse into five. or six regional systems, ."drr.irrg both the qual_
ity and quantity of material no* uloailuble to all members."

aints weie received concerning form
The DEU information folder gives
listing form; this form is not fol-
nembers, which makes checking the
;ubcommittee of the DEU or an in-
Ltch-dog" to inform members when

ror meetrng the re-quirements of membership and, in effect,
e other members of the union. It rvourd aho be helpful if the

form for listing books were standardized and announced throrigh the in-
formation folder. It would appear from the suggestions rece'ived that
book lists should have the title in capital lemers utid'u on separate sheets
from perrodical lists. If-these_-suggeJiiotrs were followed and if a symbol
were used to iden_tify those libraiies not wishing these lists, substantial
savings could be effected.

rroarders. An analysis of the responses to the KSC list of duplicates
available is interesting. The majoriiy of the requesrs were for specific
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the DEU will become worthless to the others.

members, these institutions ofier material on their DEU lists that is of-

ten quite different from that available from the majority of members.

For tirose libraries which subscribe to a little known or expensive title
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quested material than those located in the central section, probably for
two reasons: (I) the prevalence of regional preference, already dis-
cussed, and (2) the use of third class mail by the majority of the mem-
bers in distributing duplicates lists. Third class mail is handled in each
post office on an "as time permits" basis, so that as a list arrives at difter-
ent post offices along the way to its destination, it often is subject to de-
Iay. Thus, if DEU duplicates lists are mailed "simultaneously" as re-
quired by DEU regulations, the closer the receiving library to the sender,
the sooner it will receive the list. Other factors, such as proximity to a
major city, also afiect delivery schedule. If the offering library also fol-
lows DEU regulations concerning the filling of requests in order of re-
ceipt, all things being equal, those libraries who are closest, having re-
ceived the list first, are the first to request items. In some cases the difier-
ence can be great-a west coast library may have already received a list,
requested items from it, and received the items before an east coast li-
brary has even received the list, if the ofiering library is also on the west
coast. The situation is further muddied by the empire builders noted
previously. With the majority of DEU members located in the central
portion of the country, others on the fringe areas receive much less from
the DEU. In effect, the DEU becomes several regional exchange unions,
with the scraps going to outsiders, defeating what would probably be the
main advantages of a nationwide union-diversity of material and a
large number of members. Third class mail is used by the majority of
the members because it is the cheapest. The only post office requirement
of any substance is that pieces must be sorted by zip code and be in lots
of at least 200. Several changes should be considered:

l. The DEU membership is presently 399; if several more libraries
can be persnaded to join the union and membership can be kept
over 400, third class mail could be used more evenly. Each library
preparing to send out a list could sort the addresses into two
groups based on geographical distance. If each group consisted of
at least 200 libraries, third class mail could be used, and if the first
mailing, to libraries at some distance preceded the second mailing
by ten days to two weeks, many of the present inequities might be
removed.

2. Members could be instructed to use library rate in mailing out
duplicates lists. At today's membership level, this would mean an
increase in postage from third class level of $6.80 ($.017 x 400)
to $24 ($.06 x 400). Material mailed library rate is also subject to
delay, but not so great as that of third class mail. The main ad'
vantage would be that pieces could be mailed in any quantity. The
KSC mailing was based on sorting the lists into about ten groups,
based on distance, and the mailins was effected over a ten day Pe'
riod. Although the mailing was more expensive, the schedule
proved accurate, and requests were received from all parts of the
country on the same day. Thus it was possible to judge the speed
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of response in the different libraries. More equitable action was
achieved with very little investment of time and efiort.

3. Members could be asked to mail lists at first class rate, at a cost of.
either $40 or $80, depending on the weight. The expense of first
class mail probably is too much to expect from most of the pres'
ent DEU membets, many of which are quite small institutions.
Even with first class mail, some sorting by geographic region would
be desirable.

The following recommendations are also submitted:
l. Conduct J membership drive among larger public libraries and

medium-sized academiC libraries, along with the specialized institu-

ages are mailed by a central mailing room anyway' at no cost to
t[e library budget. As it stands now, some libraries request all
postage be refunded, some request Postage over a specified amount-(usually 

l0p) , and some request none at all, causing paperwork

members in the coming years.
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APPENDIX

KEENE STATE COLLEGE
KEENE, N.H. O343I

April 25, 1973

Dear DEU Member,

Would you please be kind enough to fill out the short questionnaire below? I am
atrempring to make an evaluation of the DEU and this information would be helpful.
I can-assure you that the information you give will be kept in confidence. In July of
this year I will become a member of the DEU committee, so this information will
not be wasted. A self-addresed envelope is provided. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Ridrard Eggleton
Serials Librarian

Library Resources dr Technical Seraices. 162 .



I. Approximate number of active subscriptions

i. Itry.:lttlli'l College public C6mpany orher (circle one)c' rs your rrbrary arso a member of ttre united states Book Exchange (usBE) ?YES NO
4. 

_I11ou-r _library also a member of the Medical Library Assn. (MLA) exchange?YES NO

THIRD WO RLD BOOKDEALERS

"Third world Bookdealers: A selected List of Bookdearers in Africa, Asiaand Latin America" has.been issued by the Resou.ces Section, RTSD, of theAmerican 
liPru.y Association. In resionse to requests for information onsources for library materiars in the less deveroped areas of trre worra, the Re-sources section colrected the names and addresses of bookdealers used by li

l:"tfo: 
who a.re 

1n-ajor colrectors of marerials in these areas. The d'* was colrect-

:l X1::T^p'1._1oI-J,:"lifer_V. Magnus, assisrant chief, Order Division, Libraryot Liongress' and contains data on approximately 275 dearers collected fromtwenty-seven surveys and reports from ribrarians. Ii may be obtained by sending
i:"^lT^.^s: 

a,c!,!lnanie0 bf l *"_t or money order for $r.oo to the RT6o office,.amerrcan Lrbrary Assn.,50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611. Checks should bemade payable ro the American Library Association.
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The lmpacf of Infernational
Standardization on fhe Rules of
Entry for Serials*

Juurn Pnosron CenN,tN
Associate Librari'an
Serials Department

C ornell U niaersity Libraries
Ithaca, New York

The maior provisions of the International Seri'ak Data Systems and' the
Intemational Standard Bibliographic Description for Serials are pre'
sented, and related to present rules of entry fot serials as detailed in the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules.

AT LONG LAST SERIAL LIBRARIANS are striving to reach inter-
{a- 1a1ien2l standardization. The results of their endeavors to date
are the Guidelines lor ISDS (International Serials Data System) ptb-
lished in May 1973, and the ISBD (S): International Standnrd Bi'blio-
graphic Desui.ption for Serials, published in mid-1974.1 Neither the
ISDS nor the ISBD(S) is concerned with "main entry" as the term is
used in the Anglo-Ameri,can Cataloging Rules (AACR) and they do not
discuss authorship in this context, but both prescribe a description for
serials in which title as it appears on the serial is the first element. In or'
der to secure conformity with these international standards, it will be
necessary to make major changes in AACR relating to the choice of en'
try for serials, as well as the transcription of the title page. These modi'
fications will have far-reaching implications for serial librarians who use
AACR to choose an entry for a serial.

The principal objective of the ISDS is to develop and maintain an
international registry of serials. To each of the titles in the regisry it

Manuscript received September lg74; accepted for publication November 1974.

American Library Association Annual Confer-

Librar^t Resources dv Technical Seruices

* Based on a paper delivered at the
ence in New York City,9 July 1974.
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assigns an identification code called the International Standard Serial
Number (ISSN); thus, a unique entry for each serial is essential. A new
concept called the "key title" was created by ISDS to ensure this. The
goals of the ISB\S), however, are quite difierent. It is concerned with
defining the elements needed to describe and identify a serial. In addi-
tion to this, it is concerned with the order and punctuation of the re-
quired elements and with placing these elements in a prescribed order,
separated by clearly identifiable punctuation. Not being concerned with
rules for entry or with the assigning of an identification code, it adopted
the "distinctive title" as its initial element. The distinctive title difiers
from the key title in that it need not be unique. As Livingston has said,
"It would have been better . . . if the distinctive title had been in all
cases identical to the key title. I believe that we can live with the five per-
cent or so of cases where a note will be required to make the key title
and the distinctive title coincide."z

Two important changes have already been effected in AACR tules
for serials to make them more compatible with international standards
-the deletion of rule 1628 and the addition of a statement of author-
ship to a title consisting solely of a generic term. Another revision-the
rewording of rule 6 to require that all serials be entered under title with
added entries for issuing bodies when necessary-is presently under dis-
cussion. Now that catalogers can transcribe the title page as it appears on
the piece in hand and must qualify titles consisting solely of a generic
term with the name of an issuing body, the need for entry under cor-
porate author to identify a title has been removed. This means that
most of rule 6, with all its requirements and exceptions for entry under
either title or author,/title, is now superfluous. This paper assumes that
rule 6 will be revised to require entry for all serials under title.

It is hoped that these changes will facilitate the automation of serial
cataloging and processing in addition to reconciling present difierences
with international standards. The recognition by serial catalogers of the
urgent need for conformity, which resulted in the above mentioned
changes, was partially due to the efiorts of a group known as the Ad Hoc
Discussion Group on Serial Data Bases, which initiated the CONSER
(CONversion of SERial data bases) project. It is obvious that to achieve
readily exchangeable or mergeable records, compatible data elements and
tagging keys should be used by the three new automation projects for
serials: the MARC Serials Distribution Service, the Ohio College Library
Center Serials Conrol system, and the CONSER project, which are at
varying stages of progress. This is why it is imperative that a revision of
AACR 6 be agreed upon and the resulting changes adopted as expedi-
tiously as possible.

Entry under title should result in more uniform entries, since cata-
logers will no longer be faced with a choice of title or author/title for
entry. In libraries in which cataloging is centralized, this is not a serious
problem, but in those in which two or more libraries are contributing to
a union catalog the choice is crucial. To cite an example, recently Olin
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Library, the research library at Cornell, cataloged Marihuana and
health, an annual report, establishing a title main entry. Some months
later it was cataloged by the law library on campus, which, using avail-
able LC copy, established the corporate author U.S. Dept. of Health,
Education, and Welfare as the main entry. The conflict which resulted
from different interpretarions ot AACR 68l and 682 had to be re-
solved, and corporate entry prevailed even though the title was distinc-
tive.

Of course the greatest advantage of title main entry is that the cor-
porate author will appear as an added entry, with the result that recata-
loging occasioned by changes of corporate author should be reduced.
Even though it is not always possible to assess accurately what consti-
tutes the full title, it is far simpler than establishing the hierarchy or
correct form of a corporate name. With title as main entry, when an er-
ror is made in the establishment of the issuing body or when the name
changes, the alteration of all catalog cards is not necessary, only the trac-
ing and one added entry are afiected by the need for revision or addi-
tion. It is interesting to note that the MARC serials format now pro-
vides an indicator to identify the currenr issuing body. Who will be re-
sponsible for updating this information? Certainly those checking seri-
als in upon receipt in the library cannor be expected to catch changes in
issuing bodies when entry is under title. Nor can such changes be caught
by perusing the "Changes in Serials" portion of New Serial Titles, since

cient access points in the catalog for the user. Our aim should be to re-
duce rather than to create work.

Entry under title, using the principle of successive title entries, does
not appear to reduce, as might have been anticipated, the number of
ne_cessary changes if Pulsifer's list is a representative sample; thus an-
other reason is provided for ignoring additional added entries for issu-
ing body changes.s With entry under title, what directions will there be
for handling title changes? The National Serials Data Program
(NSDP), the United States national center for ISDS, uses the ISDS key
title as the identifying entry. As explained earlier, excepr in the case of
identical titles, this is the same as rhe lsBD(s) distinctive title. The rea-
son why ISDS requires the addition of place and starting date to identi-
cal titles is that each title must be unique in order to assign to it an In-
ternational Standard Serial Number (ISSN). Will serial catalogers be
forced to use the ISDS guidelines for title changes, if the ISSN becomes
one of the access points for serial data bases?

Because a change in the key title requires a change in the ISSN, the
ISDS Guidelines tries to distinguish between title changes that require
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new key titles and those that do not, in an attemPt to minimize the num-
ber of record changes. Ilowever, these guidelines are not explicit. Minor

alterations are considered to include the changing, adding, or deleting
of articles, prepositions, and conjunctions; minor changes in the names
of the issuing body which is part of the key title; and changes in spell-
ing, other than in first letters that do not afiect the meaning of the

words, to mention but a few.a If serial catalogers are to use the ISDS
requirements for successive title changes, the NSDP, which has the sole
responsibility for assigning the ISSN and therefore for determining ma-
jor and minor changes in title, should publish weekly a simple list of its
major and minor changes in title with a from,/to statement along with
the ISSNs.s

Frequently a title consists of a generic word or term and is therefore
not distinctive. How should it be entered? When a generic word or term

cing of two separate nouns is not an acceptable grammatical construc-
tion in languages such as French and German, where it is essential to in-

vert the order so that the generic word precedes the statement of author-
ship. ISBD(S) attempts to cover this siiuation for all languages in rule

l.l.l.3: "when therels no linguistic link and the statement of authorship
is found on the title page or that part of the issue or volume of the se-

rial which takes its place, the generic term is given first, followed by the

statement of authorship . . ." But no definition is given for the term
"linguistically linked" or in ISDS for its counterPart "grammatically
linked."

The possibility must be considered that varying tyPography and lay-

out in successive issues may result in varying titles, and ISBD(S) may be

read as allowing both of these entries: [Jniuersity of California at Los
Angeles Reui.eu and Reaiew-California, Uniuersity at Los Angeles.
This dilemma could be solved by disregarding typography and layout,
at least for English language nongovernmental bodies without subdivi-
sion, so that the generic word or term following them can be considered
grammatically or linguistically linked no matter where it appears on the
title page.

The further question arises: What is a generic word or term in a se-
rial title? ISDS defines it as "one which indicates the kind andlor peri-
odicity of a publication."o ISBD(S) (rule 1.1.1.3) defines the term only
by giving examples ("bulletin, journal, review, acts, reports, technical re-
ports, etc."). Ilowever no provision is made for titles that appear on more
ihan one publication bui do not fall into the category of generic words
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or terms. An example of such a title, sometimes called a "common title,"
is Estimates ol expenditure and income. Certainly, title entries for such
works cannot qualify as distinctive without the addition of an author
statement.

The term common title is also used in ISBD(S) (rule l l.l.5) to re-
fer to a title common to sections, subsections, or editions of a serial. The
difficulty that arises in distinguishing between a common title in this
sense, a "generic" word or term and a distinctive title is illustrated by
the varying treatment of Bulletin signaletique, a serial published by the
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique of France and subdivided
into many numbered sections devoted to specific subjects or disciplines.
ISBD(S) examines each element of the title in turn, with the result that
Bulletin signalitique is considered to fit into two categories: first, in-
to rule Ll.l.3, which states that a generic term must be qualified
with the name of an issuing body to make it distinctive, and second, in-
to rule Ll.l.5, which states that when a distinctive title consists of a spe-
cific title, which is dependent on a common title for comprehension, the
specific title follows the common title, separated by a full stop. F{ence,
the suggested entry for the "Histoire des sciences et des techniques" sec-
tion is "Bulletin signal6tique-Centre narional de la recherche scientifi-
que. 522, Histoire des sciences et des techniques." The ISDS Guid"elines
does not deal with this situation specifically. The only guidance it gives
must be inferred from an example given under rule 4.2.3.3, which is
concerned only with numbering. If this example is followed, rhe key
title would be "Bulletin signalitique. Section 522. Histoire des sciences
et des techniques." The latter treatment seems preferable for a serial
when each section of it has a distinctive title.

Further dificulties arise in transcribing the name of the corporare
author following the generic term. The ISDS Gui,delines state that "the
name of the issuing body will be transcribed in the sequence and form
given in the piece" (rule 4.2) whereas ISBD(S) states that "the generic
term is given first, followed by the statement of authorship" (rule
l.l.l.3). Flowever, if all the rules in ISBD(S) are considered interrelat-
ed, further guidance is provided in rule 1.3.2, which indicates that "the
statement of authorship is transcribed as it appears on the title page."
This same rule also prescribes that "when there are several statements of
authorship, they should be transcribed in the order indicated by the se-
quence on, or the typography of, the tirle page." Even these sratements
are too brief to provide sufficient help in handling the problems of cor-
porate hierarchies and government publications. The Library of Con-
gress has announced that its policy will be to transcribe the author state-
ment "as it appears on the publication, except that, if the statement in-
cludes a corporate hierarchy, those parts of the hierarchy which are not
necessary for the identification of the author are omitted."T

This Library of Congress practice of omirting parts of the hierarchy
in the author statement is evidently based on a desire to simplify the
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bibliogtaphic record, with resulting savings in time and money. How-
ever, it seems to be contrary to the intent of ISBD(S). It means too that
AACR rules relating to form of entry are governing the part of the rec-
ord devoted to description of the item. ISBD(S) provides no guidance
for the handling of commonly used corporate names, and unless some
provision is made for qualifying such names by the addition of indica-
tion of jurisdiction, the result will be a multiplicity of identical entries
under such titles as "Annual report-Department of Education." These
entries could only be understood by reference to the imprint or to the
tracing for the issuing body which provides the chosen corporate entry
for the work in accordance with AACR.

Although these international standards conflict with portions of the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, efiorts are being made to incorporate
them, probably in a modified form, into the revisions of rule 6 and
chapter 7 of. AACR. This emphasis on title as a means of describing a
serial should simplify cataloging both nationally and internationally, re-
sulting in greater uniformity and a greater degree of cooperation.
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Midwinter Report
of the RTSD Executive Secretary

Cenor.R. Krru
Executiae Secretary

Resources and Technical Seruices Diuisi,on

P TSD IS MOVING FORWARD to implement the many aspects of
r\ "Goals for Action" which the RTSD Board of Directors approved
in January 1974 (published in Library Resources qnd Technical Seraices
18:186-88 Spring 1974). To do so a number of units of the division are
conducting surveys to obtain information.

The Resources Section and the AAP/RTSD Joint Committee are co-
sponsoring a program meeting on book marketing and library selection
at the Annual Conflerence in San Francisco. In preparation for the
meeting, questionnaires have been sent to selected groups of publishers,
wholesalers, and librarians. The results of the survey will be made avail-
able at the program meeting on I July 1975. The Resources Section Re-
printing Committee's Subcommittee on Review Media is preparing a
questionnaire to be sent to reprint review media to discover how much
review attention these media grve to reprints.

The RTSD Keyboard Cornmittee recognizes the need for a bibliog-
raphy keyboard. The committee hopes to reconcile the needs of the
ISBD "standard" with the "standard" library typewriter keyboard. The
committee would also like to see published in one place all the existing
"standard" and specialized library typewriter keyboards presently manu-
factured. The RTSD/LED Committee on Education for Resources and
Technical Services will collect information about the content of selected
graduate library school programs in technical services by means of ques-
tionnaires, interviews with technical services librarians, and a study of
library school catalogs.

The RTSD Serials Section Committee to Study Manually-Maintained
Serials Records has tested a questionnaire and will soon be sending it to
a larger group of serials librarians. The RTSD Serials Section Union
Lists Committee (ad hoc) was established in 1974 to investigate the com-
pilation of. a national list of union list projects. The committee says that
union list proiects continue to proliferate; high level cooperative efforts
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such as CONSER have been initiated, but the nature of these activities
is as yet incompletely understood by many people; the emphasis seems
to be on cooperation, but there often does not appear to be enough in-
formation concerning union list activities to make worthwhile coopera-
tion a reality. The committee has recommended a survey to ascertain the
nature of existing union list activities through a multilevel approach via
state libraries, cooperative organization, state and special library associa-
tions, and through publicity in the leading library journals. A special ef-
fort should be made to learn more about the characteristics of various
data bases, including the availability of attendant programs and to se-
cure answers to questions relating to the possibility of adding more Io-
cations, to the possibility of creating sublists, such as titles in particular
subject areas, and to the willingness of directors to share information
concerning their technology, etc. The committee suggests the establish-
ment of a union list of serials information center or clearinghouse
which would be widely publicized. The committee recommends that the

Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials prepare a funding pro-
posal to cover both the gathering and organization of the pertinent in-
formation and then act as a coordinating clearinghouse.

At its 1975 Midwinter Meeting, the newly formed discussion group
for Heads of Preorder and Precatalog Searching in Research Libraries
was informed of the results of a bibliographic searching questionnaire
from Fred Lynden of Stanford University Libraries. The questionnaire
was designed to elicit information on how libraries are approaching the
problems of staffing, work assignment, procedures, and evaluation in the
area of bibliographic searching. He reported that the size of the search-
ing stafi and the size of the library appear to have very little correlation.
Only a small number of libraries surveyed had a single searching unit
which performs bibliographic searching for both acquisitions and cata-
loging purposes. Searching is performed predominantly by library as-
sistants with librarians contributing primarily as supervisors and revisers.
Educational qualifications for searching are high; searchers with knowl-
edge of one or two foreign languages are preferred by many libraries.
Mr. Lynden also discussed sixteen other items from the survey.

Nine other discussion groups affiliated with, or related by subject in-
terest to, RTSD met at the 1975 Midwinter Meeting to discuss mutual
problems in acquisitions, serials, reproduction of library materials, and
technical services in various sizes of libraries. Persons interested in par-
ticipating in these discussion groups should consult tl;.e 1974/7b ALA
Handbook of Organization to determine the appropriate group and find
the meeting time in the ALA Official Conf erence Program.

A number of RTSD units are working on projects which may lead
to publications. The Resources Section Bookdealer-Library Relations
Committee is preparing guidelines for handling library orders for anti-
quarian materials and for microform materials for publication in the
"Acquisitions Guidelines" series, published by ALA. The RTSD Com-
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decided.
The cataloging and classification section is urging publication by

ALA of a comfila"tion of approved romanization tables. Most of these

tables have been printed in-the Library of congress cataloging seraice

bulletins, but the section feels a pamphlet compilation would serve the

profession well.
several units of RTSD are working on continuing education proj-

ects. The RTSD Technical Services Costs Committee is developing plans
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subject area. The subcommittee identified a number of special lists pres-

ently in use. On the basis of the findings, the subcommittee recommend'

ed that no more special lists be developed at this time but that a list of

existing special lists be publicized for the benefit of interested libraries.

The CCS Subject Analysis Committee is establishing a subcommittee on

subject headings for audiovisual materials.
The RTSD Planning Committee has prepared an outline of the re-

cently approved RTSD Goals for Action statement listing the relevant

units of RTSD related to each of the goals. In this way, monitoring of

division progress in the achievement of these goals can be facilitated.

The committee recommends that each unit in RTSD, when preparing

reports of activities, state how its work is implementing the Goals for

Action. The committee also is exploring means for better communica'

tion between RTSD and other units of ALA. The RTSD Organization

Study Committee is examining the present structure of RTSD and dis-

cussing whether other structures would serve the membership better.

IN THE MAIL

Thc Other HaV of Catalnging

From some recent articles and news notes concerning the use of OCLC and
from the remarks of librarians about to adopt OCLC, one would assume that
there was no more to the cataloging process tlian merely generating catalog cards
from entries abeady prepared by another library or cataloging service. The tone
of these articles and remarks reduces the process of cataloging to a mere coPy-
ing technique. How refreshing it was to read "The Other Half of Cataloging"
by Frances Ohmes and J. F. Jones [Summer 1973] and to realize that someone
still realizes the several facets necessary to the making of the local catalog.

The process of cataloging is more than the choice of main and added entries,
the construction of headings in a uniform manner, the transcription of descrip-
tive cataloging in a standardized fashion, and the assigning of subject entries
and classification notations. It is more than the choosing and making of individ-
ual entries for individual books. The main concern of the local cataloging pro'
cess should be for the making of a catalog for the user-a catalog that has in-

tegrity and some degree of uniformity and predictability for the local user. The
catalog should be an instrument that collocates and gathers together. At times it
must direct the user to places other than those he or she has chosen to enter the
catalog. At other times, the catalog must make suggestions about materials ot en'

ties of which the user is unaware. No single bibliographical device, nor cenral-
ized cataloging service can do all these professional tasks for the local library.
Only a professional librarian aware of the best bibliographical device for the
situation, sensitive to the needs of local users, and in close proximity to the local

catalog can provide these services which make the difierence between a useful

catalog and a mere list.
ft seems urgent at this time to consider what OCLC does and what it does not

provide and to reassess the changes in Ievel of personnel most aftected by these
changes in acquiring bibliographical data. A careful reassessment would seem to
indicate that it is at the paraprofessional level that positions should be eliminat-
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ed and savings made. The decision making required of the professional catalog-
er to "tie it all together" js still necessary to overcome some of the present short-
comings of local catalogs and cataloging services in order to make the local cata-
log more responsive to the needs of local users.

In no way is it intended here to diminish the accomplishments of OCLC.
This is said, rather, to alert librarians ro the fact that we may be at a turning
point in the making of local catalogs. Local catalogs could become truly respon-
sive local tools if we are wise enough to see the rare opportunities before us to
use the best mix of more quickly obtained bibliographical data wich the judg-
ment of local catalogers who are closer to the needs of local library users. Tech-
nology can be helpful, but human beings will have to make the decision which
way any one local library will go. Librarians faced with such decisions would do
well to study carefully the points made by Ohmes and Jones in light of each lo-
cal situation.-Kathryn Luther Henderson, Associale Professor, Graduate School
of Library Science, University of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Ohmes' and Jones' "The Other Half of Cataloging," which appeared in your
summer 1973 issue, was long overdue.

The OCLC-type service does not handle the second half of cataloging-the
integration of a bibliographic record with the existing catalog. It must be ad-
mitted that many professors of cataloging do not equip library school gradu-
ates to do this either.

The Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR), the upcoming changes to
AACR, superimposition at the Library of Congress (LC), the abandoning of
superimposition at LC, and the proposed revisions to LC's subject headings, all
call for the dynamic of change proposed by the authors.

The Toronto card production programs supposedly allow for authority file
work as OCLC does not. Bur it will be a major undertaking to convert the au-
thority fiIe of a major collection retrospectively.

Perhaps more help in clearing backlogs and getting books on the shelf is to
be found in applying systems analysis to the procedures of the second half.
Among new procedures which might be adopted are:

l. Filing work files and proofslips or depository files by title to help unite
copies of the same work showing up in cataloging under variant headings.

2. Using highlighting and guide cards for series and subjects, allowing cards
to be guided to their proper place in the catalogs via cross-references
rather than coming back to be changed.

3. Revising when needed by the "bump" method rather than going through
the expensive process of pulling and changing. The revised set of cards,
by this method, has a serial number in the lower right hand corner-I,2,
etc.-with the latest number shoving older cards for the same title out of
the catalog. Where the new card will not file in the same place as the old,
a xerox on paper of the old shelflist card will accomplish the same thing.
A cost study showed that this procedure was much less expensive since it
takes place as a part of regular filing rather than having a clerk run from
A to Z in the catalog pulling cards according to tracing, It is also less ex-
pensive to change one card and reproduce than to change the whole set,
not to mention the advantage of assuring uniformity by reproducing the
card rather than mucking around with a score.

Another option for OCLC-type service users is to have their terminals
equipped with printout devices so at least the main enuy may be taken and veri-
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fied against the authority file. Some have adopted the ridiculously expensive pro-
cedure of having staft copy terminal information by hand for verification be-
fore ordering cards.-/. McRee Elrod, Head, Catalogue Diaision, The Uniaersi-
ty of British Columbia Library, Vancouaer.

CanailianMARC

Your reviewer, Richard J. Talbot (Library Resources 6 Technical Seraices
18:76-77) indicates that perhaps the recommendations of the Canadian Task
Group should be subjected to an "empirical verification of their utility before
final adoption." One of the areas he listed as "improvements," making for a
more complex forrnat, is the expansion of various codes, including intellectual
Ievel.

If the MARC format is to be useful for machine seardring and printout
for a wide range of users and for a wide range of media, then the significance
of codes cannot be underestimated. Indeed, I question the utility of the existing
intellectual Ievel code applied by the Library of Congress and the British Na-
tional Bibliography for anyone providing an SDI service to academics. In my
view, codes of this nature are simple to input and particularly valuable to match
users'real needs.

I agree with Mr. Talbot that we need an empirical verification of the utility
to users of the bibliographic data elements we are expected to input in LC
MARC format. More especially, those elements which we input twice to satisfy
outdated concepts for library card layout or based on the misconception that we
need a main entry in a computerized system.

As for PRECIS-a computer system which can create a natural language in-
dex-there is little doubt that it has significance for multi-, bi-, and uni-lingual
subject approach. Perhaps an empirical study of LC subject headings incorporat-
ing a cost analysis of all committee meetings involved in reviewing terminology,
the cost and frustration of applying and maintaining them in all libraries, and,
above all, their value to the ultimate user for retrieving information, would
help lighten the costs of producing and using MARC records.

Who knows, we may be left with only the new Canadian codes and elementsl
-G. H. Wright, Director, CoIIege Bibliocentre, Ontario, Canada.
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F. BERNICE FIELD
7 MARCH 1905.14 OCTOBER 1974
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tuality, and graciousness, reports and working papers of solid content lucidly
writ ten.

Contemporaries can recall the zest of her participation in discussion meet-
ings, her effective guidance as presiding officer, her clear presentations as speaker.
Posterity will have many published writings. Of these, two can be singled out as
especially significant: the classic on "Serial Entry," a working paper of the 1958
Institute on Cataloging Code Revision at Stanford, and the paper presented at
the RTSD-CCS program meeting during the ALA Annual Conference at New
York in 1966, "The New Catalog Code: The General Principles and the Major
Changes." The latter as a reprint from Library Resources dt Technical Sentices
10:421-36 Fall 1966 was available for distribution at the time of the publication
of t}re Anglo-American Cataloging Rulas. They will go on into the future as one
portion of the legacy lrom Bernice Field.

The RTSD Board unites with friends and family in sympathy for their loss
of Bernice in her postretirement years.

Editor's note. Contributions to a book {und established in Miss Field's mem-
ory at Yale University Library may be addressed to Rutherford D. Rogers, Uni
versity Librarian, Yale University, New flaven, CT 06520.

MICROFORM PUBLISHING STATISTICS

American National Standards Committee 239 is pleased to announce the re-
cent organieation of a new subcommittee to prepare an American National
Standard for Microform Publishing Statistics. Subcommittee 37 on Microform
Publishing Statistics was formed on the recommendation of the 239 Subcommig-
tee on Book Publishing Statistics and will be chaired by Robert Frase, con'
sultant, and Robert Sullivan, chief, Order Division, Library of Congress.
The organization of this work under the auspices of 239 was endorsed by the
National Microfilm Association and the Information Industry Association, the
two principal associations in the microform publishing field.

Subcommittee members were selected to represent a wide variety of interests
relating to this project; those who have agreed to serve as members are as fol-
lows:

James Adler, Congressional Information Service
Hubbard Ballou, Columbia University Libraries
Milton Mandel, Research Publications
Alan M. Meckler, Microform Reuieu
Stevens Rice, University Microfilms
Frank L. Schick, National Center for Educational Statistics
Rita Tatis, National Microfilm Association
Further information on the activities and progress of this subcommittee can

be obtained from the subcommittee chairmen; their addresses are: Robert Frase,
l4l422nd Street, NW, Washington, DC20O37; (202) 293-5960 and Robert Sul-
livan, Chief, Order Division, The Library of Congress, Washington, DC 20540;
(202) 426-536r.
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Policy on Lending to Reprint
and Microform Publishers

The following statement emanates from the Reprinting Committee
of the Resources Section of RTSD. It is the last of many drafts pre-
pared in the course of revising the guidelines that were issued in 1968
and has been officially approved by the committee, by ALA counsel, by
the Executive Committee of the Resources Section, and by the RTSD
Board of Directors.

For related material, consult the bibliography in Allen Veaner's The
Eaaluation of Micropublications (Chicago: American Library Assn.,
l97I), especially pages 52 to 53 on standards, and the following draft
standards: "Draft Standard for the Advertising of Micropublications"
(Library Resources dt Technical Seruices 18:284-87 Summer 1974) and
the draft statements on Reproduction of Manuscripts and Archives for
Noncommercial Purposes and on Access to Original Research Materials
in Libraries, Archives, and Manuscript Repositories (College and Re-
search Library Nerus 8: lS9-201 September 1973).-Henry James, Chair-
man, Reprinting Committee, Resources Section, RTSD, Sweet Briar Col-
Iege Library, Sweet Briar, VA 24595.

Lending to Reprint and Microform Publishers -

A Policy Sfatemenf

Pteamble

This policy statement supersedes the guidelines of the Reprinting Committee
as revised and adopted'.in April 1968. The present statement is based on the
proposition that the lending of library-owned materials for reprinting in hard-
copy or microform should'be within the spiric of disseminating the accumulated
wealth of world scholarship. American libraries have with great ingenuity and
at vast cost in acquisition, preparation, and protection preserved the printed her-
itage of knowledge and accordingly have the right to receive from reprinters
just compensation and due care in the handling of library property. In turn, re-
printers should receive appropriate cooperation and fair ffeatment in their deal-
ings with libraries, in order to ensure a healthy, viable reprint publishing in-
dustry.
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To help achieve these goals, this Committee sets forth the following condi
tions of reciprocal action for libraries and reprint publishers:
I.  LENDING LIBRARIES

t.l The decision to lend a work for commercial reprinting is a matter within
the sole determination of the owning library.

1.2 If a library decides to lend its materials for reprinting, the request of
any responsible reprint publisher should be considered, unless there are
clear advantages to the library in negotiating an exclusive agreement.

1.3 The library is entitled to compensation for the handling costs involved
in lending and retrieving materials, bearing in mind that the purpose of
lending to reprinters and microform publishers is to encourage the repub-
lication of scholarly works. Such compensation may take the form of
fees, additional copies (see 1.6), services, products, etc.

1.4 The library may seek compensation more or less than the handling cost
for those materials in which it controls and/or owns the reproduction
rights.

I.5 The library is entitled to reimbursement for damage to its materials (see
also 2.4\ .

I.6 The library may request and expect to receive from the reprint publisher
a specified number of copies of the reprint, or, if desired, cash or credit
in lieu of copies.

1.7 The library should set realistic conditions for lending to rePrinters and
then hold the reprinters to the conditions as contracted.

2. REPRINT AND MICROFORM PUBLISHERS
2.1 Copyright clearances are solely the responsibility of the publisher.
2.2 The publisher should deal directly with the owning library, not indirectly

by means of interlibrary loan through another library, nor through a
third party.

2.3 The publisher should return borrowed materials within the time limits
specified by the lending library, and agreed to by the publisher.

2.4 The publisher should return the library's material in the same condition
as borrowed unless special arrangements for cutting, rebinding, or replac-
ing the volume have been made.

2.5 Reprints in hard copy and microform should be exact textual copies of
the original. When there are textual departures, these should be under-
stood and approved by the lending library, and variances should be clearly
stated in the reprint.

2.6 The physical qualities of reprint publications in both hard copy and
microform should conform to the appropriate national published stan-
dards.

2.7 A reprint edition should cite clearly and accurately the full bibliographic
information identifying the original edition. This information should
appear on the title page or its verso, or on a bibliographic target.

2.8 Advertising and promotion for reprint publications should identify both
the original and reprint edition and any textual variations from the orig-
inal, as specified in the "American National Standard for the Advertising
of Books," ANSI 239.13-1971.

2.9 Reprint editions should bear a credit line identifying the owning library
if the lending library so wishes.

2.10 Forthcoming reprints should be published by the announced publication
date; if publication is cancelled or delayed this information should be
widely disseminated.
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Standards Activity

New American Standards

Copies of the following recently published American National Standards are
available from the American National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New
York, NY 10018, at the prices indicated:

239.19-1974 Guidelines for Thesaurus Structure, Construction and, Use,

$4.50
239.20-1974 Criteria f or Price Ind.exes f or Library Materials. $3.00
239.22-197 4 Proof C orrectfozs. $5.00
Z39.28-1974 Standard Technical Rebort Number. $3.00

New nritirt Standards

Maintenance terms in terotechnology

Terotechnology is defrned in a new glossary just published by the British
Standards Institution as a combination of management, financial, engineering,
and other practices applied to physical assets in pursuit of economic life cycle
costs. Its practice is concerned with the specification and design for reliability
and maintainability of plant, etc.

BS 3811, Glossary ol Maintenance Terms in Terotechnology, recently issued
in a revised edition by BSI is intended primarily as a guide for persons engaged
in the maintenance aspects of the freld and defines forty-seven terms.

Copies are available for {1.65 from BSI Sales Branch, l0l Pentonville Rd.,
London Nl gND, England.

Materials f or recording instruments

The second stage of revision of BS ll93 Sizes of Sensitized Materials for
Recording Instruments is reached with the publication by the British Standards
Institution of Part 2: Recording paper.'Ihis standard (which relates to materi.
al in roll form only) ptovides a rational list of sizes to serve as a basis for the
design of equipment and to meet satisfactorily all normal needs. This revision
implements the recommendations of the British Photographic Manufacturers
Association as set out in its report "Conversion to metric" and forms part of the
British Standards Institution's program of metrication.

Because of certain factors not common to both film-based and paper-based
recording materials, this standard is in two parts, Part I for film and Part 2 for
paper, and in this revision the two parts are published separately.

A major difficulty experierrced in revising this standard concerned the specifi-
cation o.f the widths of recording paper in metric units. Unfortunately, the ma-
jority of recording instruments using paper are designed for widths which are
intrinsically inch sizes. It was at first proposed that the metric equivalents of the
inch sizes should be rounded to the nearest whole number, but the question arose
as to whether paper having these rounded widths would track properly through
the equipment in which it would be used. Moreover, as a large proportion of
equipment is of American design, it was considered likely that the demand for
such widths for sensitized materials would continue for some time. This revision
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therefore lisrs the six-inch, seven-inch, eight-inch, and twelve-inch widths, but
nevertheless srares rhat these widths shall bi regarded as obsolescent and shall be
replaced as soon as is practicabre by the l50mm, r75mm, 200mm, and 305mm
wrdths, which should be used in the next generation of equipment.
_ -copies are available for {1.65 from BSI sales Depairment, l0l pentonville
Rd., London Nl 9ND, England.

LTBRARY oF 0aNGRESS SUBIECT- HEADTNGS
IN AIICROFORM

The eighth edition of Library of congress subiect Headings, consisring of
a cumulation of rhe seventh edition and iu supplements issuei through I*973,
will be issued in microform on an experimentai basis. The microform edition
will_ consist only of the headings and ieferences and will be issued in addition
to the two-volume printed eighih edition, which will include an extensive intro-
duction and a list of "subje-ct Headings for children's Literature." The printed
edition is scheduled for pu-blication intia_tg7S.

. fh-" -L.ibrary of congress has awarded a contract to Butrer Associates, stan-
ford, calif., to conducr ihe twelve-month pilot study which will involve the dis-
tribution to participants of microfot- t"it material in one of several different
microformats.

..'The study, which is being coordinated by the MARC Development office,
will assess user.receptivity to these microforms, investigate ouri'o.,, kinds of
mrcrotormats suitable for use in a technical processes enuirorrmerrt, and deter-
mine wheth_er the publication of Library of congress reference tools, such as
l'ibrary of congress subject Head,ings, in continuJusly updated microform edi
tions at regular intetvals is practicai At the conclusion of the study, a final re-
port will be compiled, including some general background on the'state of the
art, a-description of the interaction of iquipment and microformat in the de-
sign of a publishing sysrem, and reports of ine neta site experiments.

The microform edition- of the headings and refererices is expected to be
available for distribution six to eight mont-hs before the printed eighth edition

?! *:brt? 
of Congress Subiect Head.ings. Libraries rhar are not iarticipatingln the pllot study may purchase the experimental microfor- at un additional

charge from the card Division when they order the printed edition. The micro-
ith the prinred edition and will not be
offering of the eighth edition in micro-
hat new microform issues cumulating
ued and sold separately.
oformat, and expected date of distribu-
menrs have been completed. The pilot

as part.or a continuing errorr at ,r," rft,$ll'r'#i3;:g l;'Jrffih:Xt ;iltffil
ographic products as quickly as possible.
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Reno, Edward A. League ol Nations
Documents, 1919-1946; A De'

scriptiue Guide and' KeY to the Mi'

crofiIm Collection, v. l. New Ha-
ven, Conn.: Research Publications,
Inc., 1973. 282p. $200.00. (v. l-3:

$500.00)

Major research libraries will wel-

come the microfilm collection of
League of Nations Documents and

Serial Publications and the projected
three-volume hard copy Guid,e to this

collection. The political, economic,
legal, humanitarian, and cultural ac-
tivities of the league produced a valu-
able body of research materials. The
quantity of the league's publications,
excluding serial titles, was formida-
ble, and it presented many complexi-
ties for acquisitions and bibliographi-
cal control. Because of the reciprocal
relationship ol tlr'e Guide to the mi
crofilm collection, this reviewer would
first like to comment on the microfilm
collection before turning to volume
one of the Guide.

During the life of the League of

Nations, United States research li-

braries were, at best, able to acquire
only partial holdings of the league's
publicatiorls, and then generally only
those documents and serials ofiered
for sale. Research Publications, Inc.'

was given access to sets of the league's
publications located at the United
Nations library in New York and the
United Nations library in Geneva.
The net result of this project is that
Research Publications has been able

to assemble a virtually complete set

of league publications. The microfilm

collection comprises over 25,000 docu-
ments of the assembly, council, and
other organs of the league as well as

REVIEWS

the principal serials published by the

league.
The microfilm collection, consist-

ent with the league's publishing sys-

tem, is organized into the following

eighteen subject categories-IA: Ad-

ministrative Commissions; IB: Minor-

ities: IIA: Financial Section and Eco

nomic Intelligence Service; IIB: Sec-

tion of Economic Relations; III:

Health; IV: Social Questions; V: Le-
gal Questions; VIA: Mandates; VIB:

Slavery; VII: Political Section; VIII:

Communications and Transit; IX:

Disarmament; X: Financial Admin-

istration of the League of Nations;
XI: Traffic in Opium and Other

Dangerous Drugs; XIIA: Intellectual

Cooperation; XIIB: International Bu-

reaus; XIII: Refugees; G: General

Questions.
The quality of the films is worth

noting. Research Publications was

able,to remove the binding from one

set of the bound volumes and, hence,

was able to produce good qualitY

films of the comPlete text of a high

percentage of these publications.
There are, however, a few exceP-

tions: occasionally a poor quality orig-

inal (typewritten carbon copy) was

filmed, and in several instances film-

ing was done from a tightlY bound
volume from another set, resulting in

filmi with gutter distortions and loss

of text. The films are well targeted,
which facilitates the identification of

individual documents. The entire col-

lection is available on 35mm roll film

for $8,900, and partial series are sep-

arately priced.
The three-volume bibliograPhY to

the collection, entitled League ol Na-

tions Documents, 1919-1946; A De-
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scriptiue Guide and Key to the Mi-
crofilrn Collectioit,, is being prepared
under the editorship of Edward A.
Reno. Corresponding to the collec-
tion, it is comprehensive in scope. On-
ly serial publications are excluded
from the Guid,e, inasmuch as serial
titles were generally indexed on an
annual basis. The introduction to the
Guide contains a very useful account
of the history of the league's publica-
tions as well as information on access-
ing the film collection. Researchers
may wish to consult Hans Aufricht's
Guide to League of Nations Publica-
tdons (New York, l95l) for a more
detailed explanation of the eighteen
subject categories, noted abovg of the
league's publications.

Volume one of the Gudde covers
over 6,000 documents in subject cate-
gories IA-IV and is divided into two
parts: (l) description of the docu-
ments by subject category, including
a "Reel Index" to the microfilms, and
(2) a consolidated documents "Num'
ber Index." Each document is sep-
arately listed under the official num-
ber assigned tci it by the league. The
entries include place and date of the
conuolling document, zubject title of
the document or document set, and
a descriptive abstract and/or listing of
the document. A full explanation of
the terminology employed, such as
"controlling document," and exam-
ples of each element in the entries are
provided in the editor's introduction.
The forthcoming volumes two and
three are to present similar identifica-
ions and descriptions for subject
categories V-XIII and G.

A random sample of the entries
in volume one and the films indicates
that the Guide is a highly accurate
finding aid. The absracts of the doc-
uments are concise and add to the re-
search value of this bibliogtaphy. Re-
search Publications, Inc., and the edi-
tor, Edward Reno, are to be com-
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mended for undertaking this project
and providing bibliographic access to
this important collection of research
material.-Donald F. Wisdom, Li-
brary of Congress, W ashington, D.C.

Lancaster, F. Wilfrid, ed. "Systems

Design and Analysis for Li-
braries," Library Trends 21, no. 4

(April 1973). 74p. ISSN 0024-2594'
$2.50.

In the introduction to this collec-
tion of papers on systems analysis and
design for libraries, F. Wilfrid Lan-

caster observes that "systems analysis
in this issue fof Library Trendsl is

treated as a management tool in its

own right." He further quotes Mac-

kenzie who characterizes systems anal-
ysis as

seeking out the fundamentals of a
situation, and applying to their study
rigorous scientific methods, with the
aim of finding an oPtimal solution to
the problerns facing the manager'

While Lancaster "tried to Sather
contributions representing a roughly

evolutionary approach to systems
analysis and design in libraries," the

papers tend to fall into one of two

broad categories: those papers which

consider the philosophical orientation
and general methodology of systems
analysis and design, and those PaPers
which treat special aspects of the pro-

cess of syscems analysis and design.

Difierences of opinion relative to

the role, goals, and methods of sYs-

tems analysis and design abound be'

tween papers. Such differences, how-

ever, are not unexpected since the field

of systems analysis and design draws

on individuals with widelY varying

backgrounds and interests. It is un'

likely that a group of authors, with

varying perceptions of what consti-

tutes the essence of systems analysis
and design, could be expected to Pro-
vide a systematic and integrated view
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of the subject without excessive edit-

ing. The views of difierent schools of

thought (e.g., Mackenzie's emphasis
on optimization as contrasted with

Corey and Bellomy's "satisficing")

should not be particularly distracting
to the experienced systems specialist'
however much they can be exPected
to confuse the inexperienced reader
in search of the way.

While the issue is generallY well
edited, a curious inversion of the
terms "design" and "analysis" appears
in the title of the collection, and the
paper authored by Corey and Bellomy
has an omission in its text on Page
5E6. In addition, if the paPers were
intended to serve as introductory
readings, perhaps more care should
have been taken to ensure the consist-
ent use of specialized terminology in
the papers.

Without considering each paper in
detail, one may note an observation
by Fasana which is worthy of note
and comment. Fasana expresses the
opinion that the

basic problem confronting libraries is
the impact of rapidly accelerating
change on an institution which has

::xT"',TffltJ. 
been sror'v movins and

Methods of introducing change in es-
sentially bureaucratic organizations
have occupied specialists in manage-
ment science for a number of Years.
Toffier, in Future Slzocft, talks of ac-
commodating change through organi-
zation by "ad-hocracy." Many special'
ists in management science have rec-
ommended the development of "tem-
porary systems" for the same PurPose.
In both cases, the emphasis is placed
on accommodating organizational
change through the structure of proj-
ect teams, or problem-oriented teams,
composed of specialists who associate
as team members onlY for as long as
the problem remains unresolved. This
purpose and organization is not un-

like that which has often been pro-
posed by the systems team.

Systems analysis and design, and
particularly the systems team, Possess
considerable potential for offering a
hospitable environment for introduc-
ing change into the organization' In
large part, this potential has remained
unrealized in the library context be-
cause of the average librarian's lack
of understanding of the role of sys-
tems analysis and design in the orga-
nization. Perhaps therein lies the major
contribution which this collection of
papers may make to the Profession.
Generally, the information conveyed
is available in other sources scattered
throughout the literature of librari
anship. This collection of PaPers,
however, represents a first attempt to
examine a broad range of topics with-
in a single, inexpensive, and readily
available publication. At the same
time, the authors seem to make a con-
certed efiort to document what has
commonly been called the "art" of
systems analysis and design.

While the papers contain little
new information for the experienced
systems analyst, they will provide
most librarians and library school stu-
dents with a sound introduction to
systems analysis and design in li-
braries.-Thomas !. Waldhart, Col-
lege of Library Science, Uniaersity of
Kenlucky, Lexington.

Dunkin, Paul Shaner. Hou to Catalog
a Rare Book. 2d ed., rev. Chicago:
American Library Association, 1973'
105p. ISBN 0-8389-014l-7. $4.95.

More than twenty years have
elapsed since the publication of the
first edition of. Hou to Catalog a
Rare Book. During that time manY
changes have taken place in the cata-
loging field, not only in PrinciPles
and rules but also in the priority giv-
en to cataloging departments in now
strained library budgets. Dunkin
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notd in his first edition that the kind
of cataloging he advocated was sel-
dom done. Recent financial restric-
tions have helped to ensure thar his
suggested practices, no matter how de-
sirable they might be, could nor be
followed widely. By simplifying the
requirements for title page transcrip-
tion and notes, the new edition of
Dunkin's work now presenrs means
by which more detailed cataloging
may be provided for rare books at
I-ess expense. At the same time, he up-
dates procedures to agree with the pro-
visions of rhe lg67 AngloAmeriron
C ataloging Rules ( A A C R).

The chief difterence between the
first and second editions can be found
in the rreatmenr of title page tran-
scription. Dunkin has retained the
discussion of his earlier method of
quasi-facsimile franscription, and
now refers to the "simpler transcrip-
tion" of the first edition as ,,full con-
tent" transcription. New in the second
edition, however, is the ..calculated

risk" technique, which he now advo-
cates as an adequate form of tran-
scription and preferable to quasi-
facsimile. This new merhod prod.rces
a catalog record which is closer in
punctuation and form to an ordinary
record, but which rerains the originai
spelling as it appears on the title
page. The author statement is now
transcribed according to AACR Rule
134, and abbreviarions are used in the
edition sratemenr. Information which
is judged ro be nonessential to the
identification of the work is omitted,
the omission being noted by ellipses.
The slight reduction in the arrrorlrrt
of detail recorded produces the ,,cal-

culated risk" that a reader may not
be provided with some desired bit of
title page information. In this same
chapter, Dunkin also discusses the ap-
plication of photographic techniques
to produce a facsimile of the title
page on the catalog card, but reporrs
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that results so far have been less than
satisfactory.

A second difference berween edi-
tions is found in the treatment of
collation by garherings. While the au-
thor continues to advocate the format
described in the first edirion, he also
presents a discussion of the ,.short-

hand" collation developed by Fredson
Bowers. Dunkin includes this presen-
tation largely to aid the cataloger in
consulting prinred bibliographies
which use this formula, noring thar
the use of arbitrary symbols in the
Bowers "formulary collation" might
not be understood by the ordinary
users of the library catalog. Dunkin
suggests that his form of collation is
simpler to undersrand, takes up only
slightly more space on the card than
a shorthand collation, and eliminates
the need for an explanatory refer-
ence to the collation. the instiuctions
for the statement of pagination,
which appear after the discussion of
collation by gatherings, have been
simplified to conform with llCR Rule
l42Alb.

Dunkin retains the brief chapter,
"Books about Books," and his very
useful explanations of editions and
formats. Other descriptive informa-
tion and instructions remain essential-
ly the same as in the first edition, al-
though the treatments of contents
notes and notes on the text have been
greatly simplified. New in this edition
are comments on broadsheets, full-
page illustrations, and special prac-
tices in individual libraries.

The text is written in the clear
and straightforward style for which
the author is well known. The objec-
tivity of his presenration of the dif-
ferences between the Bowers method
of collation and his own system is al-
so noteworthy, especially considering
the heated polemics of much of the
literature of analytical bibliography.
The typeface and format of the new
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edition represent a considerable im- a Practical restorer and a historian of

provement over the smaller, hard-to- binding techniques. His qualifications

iead typescript format of the l95l for both the practical and^ the schol-

edition. arly aPProach cannot be faulted' As

The literature on rare book cata- a Practitioner of the craft' his career

loging in libraries is relatively small. has 
.included 

service in the bindery

Dink"in has neither tried to istablish of the British Museum' the old and

a definition of a rare book nor has he distinguished London bindery of

focused on the argument over the Zaehnsdorf, and for the last twenty

need, or lack theriof, for detailed years in his own specialized business'

cataloging for rare books. Rather, he He is also a teacler and examiner in

presen"ts 
.-a 

useful, up'to-date manual the Royal College of 
,A'rt. 

and a Fel-
'fo, 

,ur. book cataloging, describing fow of the Society of Antiquaries' To

practices which can t" 
"i-ify 

followei librarians he is best known as the au-

in a contemPorary cataloging opera- thor of one of the outstanding his-

tion. His informative book is a wel- tones of bookbinding: an area' let it

come addition to the literature of cat- be said, where, until quite. recently'

aloging, and an i-portunt tool for old' poor' and pompous books heavily

the"ca-taloger.-Joel 
-M. 

L"r, Donnel- outnumbered works of accurate schol-

Iey Libra$, Lahe Forest coliege, Lah"e arship and research. Middleton's z{

Forest,I l l inois. l i t tory 
of English -Craft 

Bookbind-

r,ng fechniques (1963) dealt for the

Middreton, Bernard c. rhe Restora- il'J i:11?:';TtftTi:,1iil'fi"1":;
tion of Leather Bindings.- (Con- history from the standpoint of tech-
servation of Library Materials nique and structure. Those who
Series. LTP Publication no.l8) found it fascinating will not be dis-
Chicago: American !it".y 1^t::- appointed by his second book.
ciation, 1972. 201p..^ISBN 0-8389- The scope of this volume is indi-
3133'2 (1972). $10'00. cated by t'he uuthor's modest state-

Bernard C. Middleton's The Res- ment: "The PurPose of a book'restor-

toration of Leather Bindings is the er' as I understand it' is to make worn

second volume to be publish"ed in the or damaged books usable again' and

conservarion of Lib;;--- M;;ri"l, to restore them as nearly as he can to

Series issued by ALA's Library Tech-
nology Program. It is a worthy suc-
cessor, and more, of its Predecessor,
Carolyn Horton's Cleaning and Pre'
senting Binding and Related' Mate'
rials, whose usefulness to rare book
librarians and restorers warranted a
revised second edition in 1969. The
distinguished advisory ;;; h;; has been deliberately avoided' as this

again picked 
" 

*int.t' u lrot.t-" "large and comPlex" subject requires

whose interest will extend beyond this a seParate book' The foreword claims

circle ro artist-craftsmen, hobbyists, it to be "the first work, in English' at

and general readers who are devotees least, which describes the techniques

of one of the most intriguing of the of restoring leather bindings in sufh'

minor arrs, bookbinding by hand. cient detail that it can be called a

The author is a rare combination of textbook or manual." This can be
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agreed to if we exclude some account
in the classic work of Douglas Cock-
ercll, Boohbinding and the Care of
Books, and in Sidney M. Cockerell's
The Repair ing of Boohs

The author describes the technical
procedures involved precisely and in
detail, clearly enough for both spe-
cialist craftsmen and amateurs, with
due warning. Rare book librarians,
who want to understand what is hap-
pening to their books when they de-
teriorate and when they have to be
fixed, will also gain much valuable
information; their knowledge and
discretion. as well as the binder's, are
needed. Some of the problems con-
fronting the restorer deserve special
notice. The tragefly of broken cords
and hinges, which leaves an original
binding in three pieces, is sadly fa-
miliar to collectors and librarians, be-
cause there seems to be no way to save
the spines, often decorated with
elaborate contemporary tooling. Most
bookbinders give up at this point
and completely "re-back." Middleton
stresses that it is "very often possible
as well as highly desirable" to pre-
serve the spine, which is "often the
most interesting and bibliographically
revealing part of the binding." The
method he recommends requires man-
ual skill and practice, brrt it is wel-
come to know on such authority that
the job can be done. The result is con-
structionally superior to the usual
fraud of just glueing on a strip of
new leather. Similarly, alternative
methods to resewing the signatures,
which involves the loss of collational
evidence, are carefully explored and
illusrated.

Sewing, historically very signifi-
cant. is described in all its forms
from the early raised cords, recessed
cords, and stab-sewing to the modern
and potentially destructivc methods
of oversewing and "perfect" binding
with rubber or plastic adhesives. Li-
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brarians who cannot distinguish be-
tween a "tight back" and a "hollow
back" will now appreciate the difier-
ence in construction. The fascinating
ornamental feature of the headband,
both "true" and "false," warrants
nine lines of entries in the index. Ma-
terials and tools, ranging from knock-
ing-down irons to gravy browning, are
carefully listed and described, al-
though not laboratory tested as was
the case in the Horton volume. Inci-
dentally, the words "potassium lac-
tate" should be engraved on the
hearts of all rare book curators.

The underlying philosophy of
this book is for restoration, function-
al and aesthetic, as against destruction
and replacement, as practiced by li-
brary binders and regtettably by some
independent craftsmen. Some of the
latter regard repair as a sideline to
their original work which requires lit-
tle historical knowledge or taste. Mid-
dleton should convince them that this
state of aftairs can no longer be re-
garded as true, even if the increasing
scarcity and value of early books have
not made collectors, antiquarian
booksellers, and librarians beat a Path
to their door. There is certainly a seri-
ous shortage of restorer-binders, and
perhaps the lessons taught in this
book will encourage some honest peo-
ple to take up an honest livelihood.

In format the book is well pro-
duced and well presented. The "stable

and permanent" paper, "Permalife"
(developed with the aid of ,the Coun-
cil on Library Resources) , and the
very generous margins give an oP-
portunity for the individual owner
to make his own annotations exten-
sively. For a paperback it is well
bound, and good gutters ensure it will

be able to stand rebinding, as apPro-

priate for this title. The illustrations
by Aldren D. Watson can be rated ex-

cellent for draughtsmanship and
functionality. Out of many examples
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I would like to draw attention to the
frontispiece, showing the parts of a
hand-bound book, and the various
form of headbands illustrated on
page 108. The photographs, such as
the'leather samples on page 55, or the
process of forming new slips shown
on page 79 and. the cover, are equally
clear and informative.

If the Conservation of Library
Materials Series continues to maintain
the high standards reached with Hor-
ton and Middleton, librarians and
craftsmen will be fortunate indeed.
A new volume on the restoration of
the interior of books-damaged and
stained paper and plates-would be
eagerly awaited,.-John R. Turner
Ettlinger, Dalhousie Uniaersity School
of Library Seraice, Halifax, Noua
Scotia, Canada.
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lrltsfrrlkl

SIECHESI trlAclfill N,ll{C.
INTERNATIONAT rcOUFIIION SERVICES

S€rying LibrsriG Sin@ 1872

E66 Third Avenue o New \trk. N.Y |(X}22
(2'121935-4%1

NEWYORK. LONDON . PARIS. STUTTGART

You can get a one year subscription
to every priced title in our files for

. . . but our services encompass so
much more than iust the sale of
subscr ipt ions.  Our T i t le  Informat ion
Department constantly seeks
addi t ional  in format ion and t i t les .  .  .
our  i r regular  ser ies number in  the
thousands.
We have a lot more to offer than
$1,813,1 19.94 worth of  subscr ipt ions!
Call or write for full information.
(price subiect to change, naturallyl)

EBSGO SUBSGRIPTTOil ISERYIGES
division ol -Edtr

826 South Nodhwest Hiehway
ga.nngton. l l l ineis 600IO
(31 2) 381 2190

P O Bor 2543
Birmingham Alabama 352O1
/€O5) a79 2t 13

16l Forbes Road
Brarnt.ee Mass 02184
(617) 843-2343 or 443'2384
415 Douglas Plaza Bui lding
8226 Douglas Avenue
Dal las Teras 75225
(214) 369 759t or 359 7592

Su'te I l0 B Oiamond Hill Complex
2480 W 26th Avenue
Denver,  Colorado 80211
(303) 433 3235

P  o  B o x 9 2 9 o l
Los Angeles California 90009
(2r3r 772-2341

512 Nicol let  Eui ldinB
Minneapolis Minnesota 55402
(612) 333-5081

EBSco Bui lding
Red Bank, New Je.sey 07701
(201) 741 4300

681 Market Street
San Frencisco. Cal i tornia 94105
r4l5) 391 3500

5406 A Pod Royal Road
Sse 200
Sprinsf ie ld,  v ir&nia 22151
O03) 321 7516 or 321.9630

l7-19 WashinSton Avenue
Tenafly, New Je.sey 07670
(20r) 569 2500

Six Thorncliffe Park Drive
Toronto cdada, M4H lH3
(416) 421 9000

YOU WILL HAVE-

"col{FloEllcE'
In Our Complctc

?criodicolt Scrvics-
All Amcricon ond Forcign Titlcs

tr.iltn.tt ir e lrJltiml poi
d lcGargr trwi:t . . .l rdl o:

o EXPERIENCE
o TRAINED PTRSONNEL
r FINANCIAL ST lltlW
o AMPIE fACILITIES
o IIS?ONSIILE MANAGEMENT

A, .ltr.''],rc l''rrltn h
rvoihlfr fr rb olirg.
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When you need obiective information on
library equipment, furniture, and supplies,
there is only one published authority-Library
Technology Repotts.

Ubrary Technology Fleporfs is a unique
bimonthly consumer publication of the Amer-
ican Library Association. LfR is designed to
provide crit ical, objective evaluations of
products used in libraries, media centers,
and other educational institutions.

Testing and evaluation are conducted by
nationally recognized independent testing
laboratories and consultants, among which
are R. A. Morgan Company (microform read-
ers); United States Testing Company (audio-
visual equipment); William R. Hawken As-
sociates (microform reader/printers); and
Buyers Laboratory Inc. (photocopiers, type-
writers, steel library shelving, and library
furniture).

For additional information and a sample issue, write to:

LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY REPORTS, AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
50 EAST HURON STREET, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 606'1



ioul'nal
to keep cool at a lime ol rising subscription cosls and dwindling

budgels. Especially when researchers keep asking you to add
iournals.

doesn't haye to be that way. With Currenl Contents@ you can
your journal coverage withoul overrunning your budget.
pr imar i ly  for  indiv idual  use,  CC@ is the most widely used current

serv ice in the wor ld wi th thousands of  regular  subscr ibers.  And
and more of  these subscr ibers are l ibrar ians who have discovered

CC avai lable is  a lmost  as good as having the actual  iournals
at  a much lower cost .

does Current Gontents work?
of CC's 6 edi t ions covers about 1,000 journals f rom the broad

rry areas l is ted below. The top iournals in the f ie ld.  Journals f rom
the worfd.  By reproducing their  tables of  contents,  Current  Con-

gives you bib l iographic contro l  of  each of  these ,ournals.  And CC
researchers precise but easy access to the new articles they need

each issue's Author Index.  Journal  lndex,  and Weekly Subiect

Cutrcnt  Contenls you're a lso assured that  you can quickly get  any
requested.  When al l  other means fa i l ,  just  mai l  the c i tat ion to

OATS@ (Orig inal  Art ic le Tear Sheet)  serv ice.  For as l i t t le  as $2.50
ic le you need wi l l  be torn t rom the or ig inal  iournal  and mai led to

24 hours af ter  receipt  of  your request .

good? Why not see tor youFelt? Try one or more edilions of
Contents FREE for 4 weeks. Just till in the coupon below and mail
. Malntain yout iournal coverage and your cool.

Please start my tree 4-week subscription to lhe Currcnt Conlenls@ edition(s) checked below:

I

E Lite Sciences

E Physical & Chemical Sciences

E Agriculture, Biotogy &
EnYironmental Scienccs

! Social & B.havioral
Sciences

fl Engineering & Technology

E Clinical Practice

FltQFio tnstitute lor Scientific lnlormation
Ue)U 325 Chestnu t  Sr . ,  Ph i la . ,  Pa  19106,  U.S.A. ,  Te l :  (215)  923-3300,  Cab le :  SCINFO,  Tetex :  84-5305



As your budget €ets ti€hter
you need the best advice you can find.

You just found it. Consumen Index and Mediia Revierr Digest
provide the advie you need, compiling evaluative informaiion
on mdia software and equipment of value to libraries, schools,
and consumers. Each is the most significant reference and
selection tool in its field. Purchasing based on advice from
there works could save many times their modest cost.
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' 13 the m*t comprehendvr end c{rront iol.ction, acqui3itions, cata-
loging and referencr tool in th. fa.ld of mntook media.

' Covcrr both oducrtioml rnd feeture fihns, filmstrlp. recordr ald
tapel lpopular, clasicll and rpokcn-wordl, and mi*ellaneous nrdia
including dider, tramptencict, ouodaF. eam6r, kitJ, €tc.

' Cateloga .ll rduc.tion l at.nE, providing: dercriptions of atbject
oontont, Library of Congrerc heedingl, llcwoy dccinel numbers,
grade level indacltiom, and.wrrd cit tions.

' Includc .n 6tim.t€d so€o,(xto r.vicw citatiom per year, and di-
g3 ts rn ny thourandr of critical and cvrloativc revieur from melrr
roicwing rouror.

' Both an elphabaical Lib.lry of Congros and I clcified Dewey
dccimal &bi.ct.ppro.dr are provided for dl educataonal media,

' Annu.l qrmul.tiolr| rre updatcd by quarterly 3||pplement3, .ll of
which include rubiect ird.xcl,
MRD f9731t4,065 dw ponaec. ilRD 1974115, S65 plur pon ss.
OTHE R SUESCR IPTION PACKAGES AVAI LABLE"
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Seriafs Revierr and Reterence Services Revierr provide similar
advice on serials and reference materials. 30--day examination
privileges. Send for complete information.
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ATTENTION CATALOGER!

We take this opportunity
to introduce you to
our new Enlarger III.
This remarkable unit
wilt enlarge your
desired N,U.C. en-
try to catalog card
size in seconds. All
you have to do is
place the catalog
on the exposure
glass and push a
button!In Tseconds
out comes a sharp, clear
enlargement for your
catalog card production. You
may even want to place a com-
pleted card on the exposure glass
and enlarge that. Great for Computer
entry, Search pu{poses, Inventory or Instruc-
tional material. Imagine all of the possibilities!

We would really appreciate it if you drop us a line so that we
might send you some sample copies and additional information
on the Enlarger III. The more catalogers we talk to, the more
we can improve on our unit to be of better service to you.

Hope we see you at the ALA meetings!

405 SOUTH BOULEVARD o OAK PARK, ILLINOIS 60302






